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ft Arraigned on assault charge

Students in
theater course
protest
requirements

Senior arrested in
s Bowdoin gate-crashing

n

by Jon Marcus

Editor

by Jon Skillings

Senior Reporter
Several students in Theater 101,
charging their professor, William
Conner, with “misleading” them
about a requirement that one
described as “slave labor,” took
those charges last week to
Associate Dean of the College F.
Celeste Branham.
The point of contention is the
requirement that each of the 22
students enrolled must work at
least 10 hours in some part of the
backstage crew for the Theater
Department’s production “A Flea
in Her Ear.”
The complainers said the re¬
quirement had been “stated, but it
was not made clear.”
Said Branham, “a compromise
was reached that was mutually
agreeable” to the students and to
Conner. Conner added the misun¬
derstanding was “resolved to
everyone’s satisfaction.”
According to a “Laboratory Option” sheet handed out in
September, students could work
on one of four crews: construc¬
tion, set run, costume run, and
lighting run. Students choosing
the construction crew—building
the sets —were able to fulfill the
20-hour demand early in the
semester.
Students who selected one of the
other three crews had to be in at¬
tendance at both rehearsals and
performances, a commitment that
often demanded more than 20
hours.
The set run crew, for instance,
had to spend some time at the
theater every day from Oct. 12-25
and Oct. 28-31. The handout ask¬
ed that students who “wish to
choose this option please be will¬
ing to commit yourself to the
whole process.”
The crew work does not receive
a grade.
Some students found little good
in the requirement. “I myself have
learned absolutely nothing
through this, and I don’t think
anybody else has. It seems like
slave labor,” said a senior.
Said one woman who worked on
the construction crew, Conner
gave the students the impression
that everyone would be doing
something worthwhile, but “I did
14 of my 20 hours cleaning a prop
room, which didn’t really give me
(Continued on page 13)

Unidentified Brunswick officer displays his handcuffs to Bates tailgaters
as he pours their beer on the ground. Student/Hall.

The scene behind Bowdoin’s ice hockey arena Saturday. Student/Hall.

Bates volunteers praised in state report
by Margaret McNamara

Staff Reporter
In a state evaluation release last
week, Bates College students were

commended for their volunteer
work at the Regional Educational
Treatment Center (RETC) in
Auburn.
The title IV evaluation cited

the Bates volunteer program as a
“strength of the (RETC) project.”
The evaluation stated that the
RETC has “developed as a training
facility for Bates education

Students say no to theme house idea
by Scott A. Damon

News Editor
About 60 students gathered in
Chase Lounge last night for an open
forum on theme houses, and almost
all of them opposed the idea.
Noting “a strong pre-disposition
against the notion,” F. Celeste
Branham, associate dean of the col¬
lege, spoke to the 8 p.m. crowd,
favoring the establishment of the
specialized residences.
The forum, sponsored by the Rep¬
resentative Assembly (RA), also fea¬
tured speakers Nancy McSharry,
chairman of the RA Residential Life
Committee and Thomas Campbell,
resident coordinator (RC) for Mitch¬
ell and Turner Houses.

Muskie to visit Nov. 30
Former Secretary of State Ed¬
mund Muskie will visit the campus
November 30 to speak to two
political science classes, meet with
students and give an address, ac¬
cording to Stephanie Weiss, presi¬
dent of the Government Club.
Muskie a member of the class of
1936, will begin his day by address¬
ing students in two political
science classes, Garold Thumm’s
International Politics and William
Corleffs Judicial and Economic
Policy. He will eat lunch with

BRUNSWICK —A Bates senior
was arraigned yesterday at
Brunswick District Court in con¬
nection with the alleged assault of
a Bowdoin College security guard
just prior to the start of the BatesBowdoin football game at Bow¬
doin’s Whittier Field Saturday.
The student pleaded not guilty
to the charges, brought jointly by
Bowdoin Security and Brunswick
Police.
Bates administrators said this
week further action against the
senior by the Office of the Dean

was possible, but that “no deter¬
mination has been made yet as to
what will happen to anybody,” ac¬
cording to Associate Dean F.
Celeste Branham.
The alleged assault was o ne of a
number of incidents which occur¬
red during the Bowdoin game and
which are now being investigated
by the deans.
At about noon on Saturday,
I over 30 Bates Students were asked
to extinguish a barbecue grill they
were using to cook hot dogs and
hamburgers behind Bowdoin’s ice
hockey rink. Officer Tami Bodge
of Bowdoin Security said the
students
“weren’t
really
cooperating” when she asked that
they put the fire out. “They told us
to fuck off,” she said.
Bodge and a second office called
in the Brunswick Police to assist at
the scene. Brunswick Officer R.C.
Coffin said three units responded
to the call. Students were asked to
return to their cars and a
Brunswick Fire Department hook
and ladder hosed down the
hibachi.
The Brunswick reinforcements
remained in the area of the
tailgating incident for about 30
minutes, according to Coffin, con¬
fiscating open cans or bottles of
alcoholic beverages and dumping
(Continued on page 4)

members of the Legal Studies Club
and dinner with members of the
Government Club, Weiss said.
Muskie will also meet with stu¬
dent leaders at 3 pm in Chase Hall
and will give an address on a topic
of his own choosing at 8 pm, she
said.
After a still tentative private
reception at Reynolds’ house
following his address Muskie will
visit Colby College in Waterville
Dec. 1, Weiss said.

Branham gave the first and longest
address of the evening, noting that
theme houses could be a dormitory
house, floor or suite where “students
with common desires can live and
pursue common goals.” She said the
concept of theme houses includes an
encouragement of residents’ better
interaction with each other and with
the campus at large.
“We would give preference to
themes that suggested diverse educa¬
tional opportunities for the commu¬
nity at large—something beyond
what we have now. Also we would

give preference to those themes that
would offer opportunities not cur¬
rently offered by extra-curricular or¬
ganizations.”
Branham cited what she called the
advantages of theme houses. These
advantages , she said, included an
increase in student creativity, a les¬
sening of apathy and an increase in
diversity. “It would be a unique of¬
fering,” she said.
She also claimed the issue of
theme houses was one of individual
rights. “The question is not why
(Continued on Page 4)

This Week
Inside The Student this week:
Drug abuse, the status quo at
Bates. Exploring the realities and
the myths. A special report, page
3.
The hassles of a tailgate picnic,
or, what really did go on at Bow¬
doin'last week?
Treat Gallery receives a federal
grant. Details in Arts and Enter¬
tainment, along with reviews of
the Sadie Hawkins and alternative
’60s revival dances. Page 9.
A Bates institution retires. Page
4.
Sports profiles, wrapups, com¬
mentary and the athlete of the
week. Page 5. Also, scoreboard
and a preview of tomorrow’s foot¬
ball contest against Tufts on
Garcelon Field.

The next Bates Student will ap¬
pear Dec. 11. Enjoy your
Thanksgiving vacation.
INDEX
Arts and Entertainment. Page 13
ArtsDates.Page 12
Bates Briefs.Page 2
BatesDates.Page 11
Bates Forum. Page 15
Dateline: Lewiston.Page 2
Editorials.Page 15
Letters to the editor.Page 15
The Music Beat..Page 10
Op-ed. Page 14
Scoreboard.Page 9
Special Report.Page 3
Sports.Page 5
SportsDates.Page 7
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students” and that there is “a
strong professional tie between the
RETC and the Bates program.”
Currently there are 14 Bates
students in this volunteer pro¬
gram. Last year eight students
were involved in the program for
the regular term and three par¬
ticipated during short term.
According to Gary Enright,
recreation cooidinator of the pro¬
ject, the RETC offers “a special
one to two yeai program for
students (age 11 to 14) of An¬
droscoggin County who have
school-adjustment problems. '
The RETC, which has been in ex¬
istence since the fall of 1979, is
sponsored by the Department or
Education and is funded by the
state of Maine and some school
districts in Androscoggin County.
“The RETC program has a
number of different components
— social, therapeutic, educational
and recreational. Bates volunteers
are mainly involved in the area of
recreation,” Enright stated. He ex¬
plained that the volunteer program
is a “branch of the big brother/big
sister program.” Enright said, “it
adds a lot to our project. It pro¬
vides our students with an oppor¬
tunity to develop a one-to-one
relationship with a responsible
volunteer from the college and
helps to positively develop their
leisure time.” He added, “I really
appreciate the efforts of the Bates
students in volunteering their free
time for though it may not seem
like a lot of time (two hours per
week) to outside observers, it is
often the most important two
hours of the week for our
students.”
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Ad cards leave merchants fuming, college embarassed
by Jon Skillings
Senior Reporter
A service which a New Jersey
advertising firm billed as benefitting both students and local mer¬
chants has instead left the mer¬
chants fuming and Bates College
and the Campus Association red in
the face.
J. B. Benton Advertising of
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,
meanwhile, is several thousand
dollars richer.
“It looked like a good deal,” said
CA president Melissa Weisstuch.
“We weren’t suspicious at all, and
we were suckered in.”
Last week, the Better Business
Bureau of Bergen, Passaic and
Rockland Counties, New Jersey,
issued a report that, while not con¬
demning the company, did not pic¬
ture it favorably.
At the center of the affair is a
form of specialty advertising pro¬

moted by Benton. For a fee, the
company solicits discounts for col¬
lege students from area merchants.
According to company spokes¬
person Linda Perrente, “This is all
we do.”
In Lewiston and Auburn, Ben¬
ton obtained discounts of 10 per
cent to 25 per cent from 10
businesses, charging each S277 to
print their names, addresses, and
discounts offered on a 3 Vi by 5 Vi
inch “Buying Power Card.” The
cards were distributed to students
in late September.
Complaints had begun long
before then.
According to several merchants,
Benton had told them that Bates
was behind the company’s ac¬
tivities. “The representative said
the college had sponsored it,”
remarked Ray Ouellette, owner of
Clark’s Pharmacy.
Ouellette called the college and
found that was not the case. “They

sold (the advertisement) under
false information,” he said.
Though he returned the bill
without payment, Clark’s Phar¬
macy nevertheless appears on the
card, and Benton has not taken
any action against the merchant.
The recent Better Business
Bureau report states, “Complaints
are on file alleging mis-use of a
school’s name in soliciting adver¬
tisements.” The company, the
report continues, said it receives
“authorization from the Student
Government or Student Activities
leaders of the school, who are
usually students.”
Treasurer of the College Ber¬
nard R. Carpenter responded,
“This is not the kind of business
situation that Bates College wants
to be a part of. The Campus
Association had good intentions
but just didn’t understand.”
Weisstuch agreed. “We are an
innocent party who were

_Bates Briefs_
Six named to Phi Beta Kappa
SIX BATES SENIORS WERE
INAUGURATED INTO Phi Beta
Kappa Monday afternoon in a
ceremony held in Skelton Lounge
with chapter secretary Mary
McNally, a Bates economic pro¬
fessor. Inducted were Elizabeth
Boynton, Colleen Collins,
Dorothy Donovan, Scott Hoyt,
Melinda Wagner and Douglas
White.
DESPITE A RECORD number
of honors thesis candidates this
year in the English department,
there are no plans to limit the
number of candidates, according
to James Hepburn, chairman of
the department. Hepburn said,
“we are reluctant to cut it [the
number of candidates] off. We in¬
vite anyone interested to apply”
for honors thesis.

THE LEGAL STUDIES COM¬
MITTEE recently completed inter¬
views with over two dozen poten¬
tial law school candidates, accor¬
ding to James W. Carignan, dean
of the college. After evaluating the
interviews, Carignan said, the
committee will write letters of
recommendation to the schools
the students apply to. In the past,
he said, Bates students have done
graduate law study at Boston Col¬
lege, Boston University, Columbia
University, Cornell University,
Georgetown University, the
University of Maine and other
schools.
THE 1982 MIRROR EDITORS
are asking this y ear’s seniors to
submit photographs by February
25 for next fall’s yearbook. The

editors prefer black and white
photos, but will accept color
photos and ask that group photos
not include too many students.
They also ask that students submit
their name as they want them spell¬
ed in the yearbook.
THE FACULTY LECTURE
SERIES, this year titled “The
Changing American Political
Ideology,” will begin Sunday night
at 8 pm in Chase Lounge with a
lecture by History Instructor Liz
Tobin. Sponsored by the Campus
Association, it will also feature a
Monday night lecture by Political
Science Professor Garold Thumm,
at 8 pm in Skelton Lounge, and
lectures on Tuesday and Wednes¬
day at 8 pm in Chase Lounge by
alumnus Floyd Rutherford and
English Professor Lewis Turlish.

_Dateline: Lewiston_
Peck's, Timberland Footwear to close
B. PECK COMPANY, a
Lewiston department store, will
close down after 101 years of
business due to what the manage¬
ment described as a lack of pro¬
fitability. The store will remain
open until all of its merchandise
has been :old The management
said that Peck’s 60 employees will
be laid off gradually.
OWNERS OF TIMBERLAND
Footwear Inc. are attempting to
sell their Lewiston shoe plant
within 60 days or else close it
down. If the plant does close, 146

workers will face unemployment
and it will be the second major
shoe-related industry in Lewiston
to close this year.

College and Wood Streets and
Campus Avenue. Repeated park¬
ing offenses will result in stiffer
penalties, Gendreau warned.

OVERNIGHT PARKING
BANS go into effect Saturday
night at midnight. Until April 15
cars parked for more than one
hour along Lewiston streets bet¬
ween 12:01 am and 6 am will be
ticketed and possibly towed, ac¬
cording to Lewiston Police Chief
Herve Gendreau. The streets were
the ban is in effect include Frye,

THE LEWISTON SCHOOL
COMMITTEE cut $760,343 from
the $11 million budget proposed
by Superintendent of Schools,
Robert V. Connors. The cuts will
mean the loss of three or four
teaching positions in the district.
The new proposal will be con¬
sidered by the city council, who
will make the final decision on the
school budget.

One out offour didn't register
225,000 who did not register in
both 1973 and 1974 in the wake of
the Vietnam War. Selective Service
officials have claimed 95 percent
compliance from men born in
1960, 93 percent from those born
in 1961 and 88 percent from those
born in 1962, but several informal
polls have disputed these claims.
SAUDI
ARABIA claimed
Monday tht Israeli jets intruded
into Saudi airspace and that Saudi
jet fighters forced the Israeli
planes to leave the northwest
regions of the country. Israel
refused comment on the Saudi
claims.
PRESS SECRETARY JAMES

Perrentes said Benton has done
business with “hundreds” of col¬
leges. When asked if there had
been problems with any of the
other schools, she replied, “We’ve
had renewals. I’m not saying
everybody loves us, but the ma¬
jority want us to repeat.”
Some schools, she added, have
been asked for a second set with
other local merchants.
Perrente also said that the com¬
pany had been in existence for 10
years. The Better Business Bureau
report contradicted that state¬
ment. “The company tells us they
were established in 1977. Incor¬
poration papers filed with the New
Jersey Department of State in¬
dicate incorporation in December
1978.”
Some local merchants said that
they have yet to get a return from
their investment. Rolande Breton
of the Jake and Andy Donut Shop
in Auburn has seen “no response
whatsoever,” she said.
Several of the businesses on the
card seem likely to receive little
business, if any, from Bates
students. Included on the card are
a linoleum supplier and a
janitiorial service.
Benton cannot guarantee that
the cards will be used, said Per¬
rente, “but we hope the students
will shop” with them.
Jon Pearce, owner of The Cage,
a Lewiston nightspot which has
had some response to its spot on
the ad card, said, “Like anybody
trying to sell something, they made
it sound a hundred times better
than it was.”

Student’s car seized
in hit and run
A Bates student’s car was im¬
pounded in Livermore Falls over
the weekend, on the grounds that
it was involved in a hit and run ac¬
cident in Livermore Saturday
night.
Officer Thomas Slivinski of the
Livermore Falls Police Depart¬
ment said the sophomore woman’s
car was impounded after being
recognized by its license plates. He
said it was spotted in a parking lot

in Livermore Falls.
Slivinski said there was no per¬
sonal injury involved in the Satur¬
day night accident.
State Police trooper Percy
Turner, investigating the incident
was unavailable for comment.
State police officers visited the
campus Tuesday to investigate the
incident and discuss the situation
with Dean of the College James
W. Carignan.

Human Life Amendment
debated at forum
by Gail Johnston
Staff Reporter

slogan is the euphemism, “right to
choose” and not “the right to bear
the child or kill it.” At the same
The Human Life Amendment is time, Hackett said that if “we get
probably the “most important rid of abortion I think we’ll throw
moral and ethical decision that we women back to the dark ages.”
will make in our lifetimes”, in
Dench said that “there is no
many ways as important as the question that life begins at concep¬
abolition of slavery, said Attorney tion, but we must balance lives and
Brian Dench, a member of the decide which is worthwhile and
Board of Directors of the Maine which is not. Adolph Hitler made
Right to Life Association.
some of these decisions.” Hackett
Dench was speaking at a forum then reiterated her stand saying
sponsored by the Chapel Board that “the issue is not when life
last Friday. The talk was held as an begins but an issue of choice, and
informal debate between Dench I’m not sure it’s altogether fair to
and Marilyn Hackett, president of equate the rights of an egg with
the National Organization of those of a woman who has people
Women. Hackett said that the ex¬ depending on her.”
BRADY returned to the White istence of 15 human life amend¬
Hackett continued, saying that
House for the first time since being ments was “beating a dead horse” a Constitutional amendment
shot March 30 for the opening of since in 1973 the Supreme Court in “could endanger the life of the
the refurbished press room. Brady Roe vs. Wade reversed the mother even if the child did not
was shot in the head in March an previous law condeming abortion, have a heart or a brain.” For this
attempt on President Ronald saying that the fetus was not a reason among others, she said that
Reagan’s life and has been in the seperate person from the mother. the proposed HLA is “totally
hospital ever since.
While Dench compared the pro- unresponsive and insensitive to liv¬
THE SUPREME COURT ruled choice stand on this issue to that of ing human women.”
Monday in a 6-3 vote that states Stephen Douglas’ view that states
Dench said that he did not
and local communities can not should have the right to choose to believe that any amendment would
close stores and theaters that be slave states or not, Hackett pass through Congress if it did not
display sexually explicit material, compared birth control, including allow for abortions in cases of in¬
until they have received a court abortion, to the industrial revolu¬ cest or rape. Personally, however,
ruling, saying the material is tion since it did so much to he said that in his opinion “the
obscene. The vote struck down a “liberate women”. Dench con¬ child didn’t rape the mother” so it
Washington law allowing for such tinued his attack on the pro-choice should not be aborted. And “I
closures without court rulings.
stand by commenting that their don’t care what she feels about it.”

World News Capsules
NEARLY ONE OUT OF
EVERY FOUR 18-year olds re¬
quired to register for the draft in
1981 have failed to do so, but
Thomas K. Turnage, Selective Ser¬
vice director, predicted com¬
pliance would improve. “We an¬
ticipate compliance will climb
above 90 percent,” Turnage said,
noting “The year’s not over yet.”
According to Selective Service
Systems records approximately 23
percent, or 307,000, of the
1,336,000 men born in the first
seven months of 1963 did not
register. This is the highest number
since the agency began keeping
records, easily surpassing the

misused.”
Carpenter went on to describe
Benton’s activity as “a travesty.”
What the company did, he added,
“was to take advantage of
businesses that wanted to be
helpful to the college and the col¬
lege students” by getting them “to
pay for the privilege of giving away
10 per cent.”
“We did everything we could to
put a stop to it,” Carpenter said.
But by the time the college was
aware of the situation, “it was a
rolling ball we couldn’t get in front
of.”
The affair began last spring
when Benton sent a letter, address¬
ed to the “President of the Student
Government,” to Bates explaining
the service. “This card will entitle
your students to a discount at 15 to
20 businesses in your local area,” it
read. “The businessmen will pick
up the small cost of printing of the
cards. All you have to do is
distribute the cards free to your
students.”
The CA discussed the offer, ac¬
cepted it, and in May Weisstuch
signed a contract.
During the summer, Benton, us¬
ing what Perrente described as
“the most up-to-date computer
lists available,” contacted area
businesses “indiscriminately” until
a number of interested merchants
were located.
the company’s service “is ex¬
plained in detail,” she continued.
Merchants wishing to participate
“take this as an advertising ex¬
pense. This is not charity or a
donation, but advertising.”

i
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_Special Report_
Narcotics at Bates

‘I can get drugs any time day or night’
by Scott A. Damon
News Editor
This report incorporates several
comments from students and
others. To protect some in¬
dividuals’ confidentiality, their
names have been changed.
The selection may be limited,
but many narcotics are available
on the Bates campus today.
“In Lewiston I can get drugs any
time day or night —grass, coke or
acid,” commented “Bob,” a stu¬
dent. “On campus it’s relatively
easy too,” he continued.
“Gerry,” another student, noted
“I can get marijuana very
easily—no problem. Out of 100
times I want to get it I can get it 95,
coke not as easily—80 out of
100 — and acid about 50 out of 100.
Anything more bizarre I can find
less than 50 out of 100 times.”
Gerry added he had never seen
heroin, phencyclidine (PCP) or
quaaludes on campus.
Marijuana
Marijuana, a depressant, is by
far the most popular narcotic both
on campus and nationally, and as
a drug is second in popularity only
to alcohol.
“Being high on grass is very
similar to being intoxicated,” said
Susan Kalma, health service coor¬
dinator. Long-term effects of
marijuana, Kalma said, include a
high risk of lung damage.
Lung damage, of course, is a
factor only when the marijuana is
smoked. The leaves of the mari¬
juana plant can also be baked into
brownies, cookies and other
foods.
Marijuana comes from the Can¬
nabis sativa plant and grows
throughout the world. It is usually
sold with all parts of the plant in¬
cluded, requiring the buyer to sift
seeds and other waste products
out. Hashish, a derivative of mari¬
juana, is generally more powerful
and ingested in the same manners.
Short term effects of marijuana,
Kalma said, can include impaired
judgement and a heightened sen¬
sitivity to bright light, especially at
night.
Othe possible effects of smoking
or eating marijuana, known
popularly as “grass” or “pot,” in¬
clude drowsiness, excitation, ir¬
ritability, restlessness, anxiety,
euphoria, depression, hallucina¬
tions, panic, talkativeness,
laughter, impairment of coordina¬
tion, inflamed eyes, increased ap¬
petite and a distortion of space or
time, according to the Bureau of
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs
(BNDD), a federal agency.
“I would have to say that I’m a
very rgular user —close to once a
day,” said Gerry.
“I smoke every day. I smoke for
class, for exams, for key meetings
with my adviser,” offered Bob,
only half-jokingly.
“It reinforces my isolation from
what I regard to be a dreary ex¬
istence—the whole Bates scene. It
also just generally relaxes me,” he
continued.
“It’s not something that I really
need,” Bob added. “I have no pro¬
blem when it’s not around.” Bob
said he first smoked when he was
12 and has smoked “full-time”
since he was 16.
“It’s relaxing,” explained Gerry.
“I consider smoking marijuana
like the use of alcohol. A lot of
people go home and have cock¬
tails. I go home and get high. I
don’t consider it too different.”
Gerry said he did not use mari¬

juana “on any regular basis”
before coming to Bates.
“Frank,” a mid-seventies Bates
graduate, noted “there was a fair
amount of marijuana” at Bates in
the early 1970s, both locally grown
and imported to the area.
Marijuana in N|aine comes from
several sources. Colombian and
other types not native to the area
are usually brought in by visitors
from other states, flown over the
Canadian border or brought in
along Maine’s 3,000 miles of
coastline, according to Sergeant
Thomas Carey, a Bates graduate

“There is a certain group of
Batesies who do a lot of coke. For
the average Batesie drug user it’s
too expensive. You can have a bet¬
ter time on 50 dollars worth of
marijuana than on 50 dollars of
coke,” said Gerry.
Bob noted “there’s still a lot of
people who use coke but not as any
dependent kind of thing. For a
party they’ll do it.
“I get rid of a lot of speed, some
coke and some acid but personally
I don’t use them much,” he con¬
tinued, noting a decline in drug use
overall. “It’s harder for me to get

a year. It’s too expensive,” said
Gerry.
The two most common
hallucinogens on campus today
are Lysergic Acid Diethlamide
(LSD), often referred to simply as
“acid,” and mushrooms, which are
classified by the BNDD. Under the
heading psilocybin. Mescaline,
from the peyote cactus, and PCP
have also been available on occa¬
sion.
Hallucinogens, said Kalma, are
“psychoto-mimetic drugs —their
effects mimic psychosis.” The
user, when taking the drug in suffi¬

“The college property going to do something
is not a safety zone. If about it. ”
Sgt. Thomas Carey
we know something is
Lewiston Police
going on there we're
—

Narcotics seized in the city of
Lewiston last year by the Lewiston
Police Department
Marijuana over 150 pounds
Hashish over 11 Vi pounds
Cocaine over 12 ounces
Speed over 100 hits
and member of the Lewiston
Police Department. Jamaican and
Mexican marijuana were more
popular in the early 1970s, accor¬
ding to Frank.
A State police unit in based
Augusta is largely responsible for
controlling the flow of marijuana
and other narcotics in the state,
Carey said. “You need an organiz¬
ed approach. It’s not just endemic
to this area —it’s state-wide.”
Maine Senator Geroge Mitchell,
recognizing that “Maine’s
coastline is a haven for drug smug¬
glers,” is backing a legislative
package which will create a

“A lot of people go home
and have cocktails. I go
home and get high. I
don’t consider it too dif¬
ferent. ”
— a student
Cabinet-level office of national
and international narcotics con¬
trol.
“Better coordination of federal
and state efforts,” Mitchell argues,
“could be of great help in the battle
against drug smuggling.”
But a large part of the mari¬
juana market in Maine has
nothing to do with importation,
even from as close as New Hamp¬
shire. “There are a lot of areas in
rural Maine where high quality
dope is grown—15th and 16th
generation,” said Bob.
More locally, large amounts of
marijuana grown in Litchfield and
Lewiston have periodically ap¬
peared on campus in the past two
years. Sensamilla, a specially
prepared marijuana of unfertilized
female plants, has also been
available on campus in “home¬
grown” varieties. “Some of the
Lewiston stuff is as good as Col¬
ombian,” offered another student.
Chief Herve Gendreau of the
Lewiston Police Department
noted that a small local commun¬
ity a 28-year veteran police depart¬
ment recently seized a “large
cache” of home-grown marijuana.
Cocaine and Speed
Paralleling the national increase
in it’s use, cocaine is becoming a
widely used drufton the Bates cam¬
pus.

PCP over 200 hits
LSD over 500 hits
Valium over 100 hits
Codeine 16 ounces
The narcotics had a street value in
excess of $179,504.

rid of a pound now than two years
ago,” he said, although Frank
noted there was less marijuana at
Bates in the early 1970s and little if
any cocaine.
Cocaine comes from the coca
bush, found largely in the Andes
Mountains of South America. The
leaves of the plant are crushed into
a fine paste before being made into
cocaine.
The cocaine dust, also known as
“coke” and “dust,” is usually
snorted through the nose,
although it can be prepared for in¬
jections as well.
An euphoriant, cocaine can give
the user a “very pleasurable
effect,” according to head nurse
Kalma. She warned that use of the
drug can result in damage and
disfigurement of the nasal sep¬
tum—the central cartilage of the
nose —and that nosebleeds can
develop from this.
Cocaine users can also suffer
from a “craving,” she said,
describing this as psychological
dependence but not true addic¬
tion.
Users are subject to convul¬
sions, hepatitis from injections
and possible overdose death as
well, according to the BNDD.
The availability of “speed,” a
stimulant, has also increased in re¬
cent years. There was only “a
little” speed on campus 10 years
ago, according to Frank, but now
pharmaceutical grade speed is
widely available on campus,
“especially around mid-terms and
finals,” said Gerry.
“People can get an extremely
uncomfortable feeling” from using
speed, usually an amphetamine or
methamphetamine, Kalma said. A
racing pulse, racing thoughts, un¬
controllable hunger and a general
inability to concentrate are among
the effects speed can have on the
user, she said.
Usually ingested as capsules or
pills, speed can also be injected.
True
speed — metham¬
phetamine—is almost always in¬
jected, while amphetamines are
usually capsules or pills, according
to the BNDD.
Possible effects of amphetamine
use also include, according to the
bureau, psychosis and overdose
death.
Hallucinogens
“If I do acid I do it once or twice

cient dosage, is put out of touch
with reality, she said.
“A person taking any of these
substances is at a great deal of
risk,” Kalma said, “they may try to
do things that without the drug
they would never do.”
LSD and mushroom users, ac¬
cording to the BNDD, risk
psychological dependence. LSD
users also risk psychosis and possi¬
ble chromosome damage.
LSD is most commonly taken in
the form of capsules or pills
sometimes called “tabs,” although
it can be injected. Psilocybe
mushrooms, native to Mexico, are

“People here think of
dope smokers as being
bandana-wearing frisbee
fanatics. ”
— a student
usually eaten, although they are
sometimes ground and taken as
capsules, according to the BNDD.
Legalities
Legal, most non-medical nar¬
cotic possession is against the law.
Possession of under half an ounce
of marijuana is only a misdeameanor in Maine, one of the most
liberal states in the nation with
regard to marijuana use.
“Personally —as a police of¬
ficer—it’s a violation of the law.
Until such time as the law changes
it’s something that’s got to be en¬
forced,” Carey said. “Over and
above this Chief Gendreau and I
have seen a lot of human suffer¬
ing.”
“The law is there, so we have to
enforce the law,” Gendreau add¬
ed. “We have a very good relation¬
ship with Bates students. We’ve
never had a problem with Bates
students.”
“Violations of the law are viola¬
tions of the law wherever they occurr,” Carey pointed out. “The
college property is not a safety
zone. If we know something is go¬
ing on there we’re going to do
something about it.” Carey added
that the department has had
undercover operatives working to
stem city drug traffic for several
years.
A law passed by the state legisla¬

ture during the spring session this
year and currently held up in; the
court would make Gendreau’s and
Carey’s jobs easier.
The proposal, known as
Chapter 266, would prohibit the
sale and use of drug parapher¬
nalia. Processing and cultivating
tools and all “objects used, intend¬
ed for use in ingesting, inhaling or
otherwise introducing marijuana,
cocaine, hashish or hashish oil into
the human body,” would be in¬
cluded in the law.
Prohibited items would be mari¬
juana pipes, roach clips —objects
used to hold marijuana cigarettes
to small to be held in the hand —
and cocaine spoons.
“It is of course unconsistutional
and it is really indicative of these
conservative and religious leaders
trying to purge society of drug use.
It’s an ineffectual law,” said Bob.
“The argument is that little kids
will be able to see these parapher¬
nalia. But if little kids want to
smoke dope they’ll smoke dope.
They don’t need to see bongs in
shop windows.
Gerry termed the law “rather
dumb. It’s the wrong way to go
about it. Just because Maine bans
paraphernalia doesn’t mean
Massachusetts is going to ban it.”
Ethics and Attitudes
“People here are pitifully in¬
tolerant,” Bob claimed. “They
think of dope smokers as being
bandana-wearing frisbee fanatics.
“Saying drugs are wrong is just
an inherited fear of things people
don’t understand,” he continued,
adding “in the long run I find
myself no worse off and in fact a
damn site better off than some
people who don’t use drugs.”
Both students praised the ad¬
ministration’s viewpoint on drug
use. “The administration’s attitude
is very good. It’s one of quiet ac¬
ceptance. They obviously don’t
want it to be occurring flagrantly.
If anyone does flash it about he’ll
come under the baleful eye of Jim
Carignan,” said Bob.
“I think it’s a fairly responsible
view,” added Gerry. “If you get
out of line you’ll get in trouble but
that’s more the action than any evil
of the drug.” He added that,
although he sells marijuana to
friends, he would never sell to
local residents.
James W. Carignan, dean of the
college, described a related occur¬
rence. “I had reason to believe last
year that in two places there was
heavy misuse. I responded to that
by talking to a few people and
making it clear that if the abuse
and misuse were continued that
they were risking things that were
dear to them.”
Carignan further explained he
had heard of students selling nar¬
cotics to local residents and, fear¬
ing the possibility of intervention
by Lewiston police and the disrup¬
tion of .he students’ dormitory, he
“strongly advised them to cease
and desist if anything was going
on.”
Carignan, dean since 1970, said
he can recall only one case of drug
abuse coming before the Commit¬
tee on Student Conduct, although
he admitted that some students
have “when confronted with cer¬
tain evidence, opted to leave,” or
to take advantage of counseling
services he v/ould put them in con¬
tact with.
“My sense,” Carignan said, “is
that Bates students are not a
typical. So I would be naive to
think there are no drugs on cam¬
pus.”
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Senior arrested in gate-crashing at Bowdoin
(Continued from page 1)
their contents on the ground.
At 12:55 pm, 59 students rushed
the gate of the Bowdoin football
field and passed through without
paying the $1 fee for visiting fans.
The first student through the line
allegedly struck Bowdoin Security
Sgt. Roger St. Pierre, an off-duty
Brunswick policeman, and was
promptly arrested.
“He belted me in the chest,” St.
Pierre said later. He added security
at the game had been tightened
because the Bowdoin-Bates game
“is a big rivalry.” Seven of Bowdoin’s 12 full-time officers were on
hand throughout the rest of the
game.
The Bates senior was taken to
Brunswick Police headquarters
and later released on bail. He
returned to the game amidst cheers
from fellow students just before
the start of the second half.
Dean of the College James W.
Carignan traveled to Bowdoin
Monday “as part of my effort to
ascertain what had happened,” he
said. Carignan added he spoke

with Bowdoin Security officials
and Bowdoin Dean of Students
Allen Springer.
“It is my sense that they feel the
whole thing is very unfortunate,”
said Carignan of sentiment at
Bowdoin. “They are most anxious
that these kinds of incidents not in¬
terfere with our relationship as a
whole.”
Springer was out of town and
unavailable for comment this
week, but Elaine Shapiro, assis¬
tant dean of students, said Tues¬
day “I don’t think administrators
are pleased about what happened.
It is our basic policy to take care of
our own students. If Bowdoin
students had gone to Bates and
done something like this, we’d take
care of it here.”
Carignan called a meeting Tues¬
day night of students who had
crashed the gate at Bowdoin. Over
60 students show up and were ask¬
ed to consent to the wording of a
letter of apology to the president
of Bowdoin College. Each was
also asked to pay $1 toward reim¬
bursing the Bowdoin Athletic

Theme houses
(Continued from page 1)
should we do this but rather why
should we prevent those who want to
from doing this? It is not a matter of
majority rule,” Branham said, add¬
ing, “I argue for the opportunity foi
those who want to seize it.”
Most students, however, did not
agree. Campbell questioned the need
for theme houses. “In a community
as small as Bates a few well-placed
signs will gather people. You don’t
really need to go out and put together
a theme house.
“I question a little if someone not
interested enough to put up a sign will
make good use of a theme house, ’ ’ he
continued. “If a group proposes an
idea then they already know each
other.”
Campbell also doubted if there was
sufficient interest in the idea for its
institution. “I simply do not sub¬
scribe to the notion that someone is
not going to want to live with their
friends but instead to live in a house
on a theme they have not previously
followed up on.”
Regarding Branham’s idea of the
establishment of theme areas, floors
or sections of large dormitories used
by students sharing similar ideas, the
Turner-Mitchell RC queried, “How
many people do you think would like
to live in a theme area when they
could live in better housing through
the lottery?”
“I don’t think we can justify tak¬
ing away three houses,” he further
noted, “not when we have people
who have lived in an Adams single
for four years or in Parker for three
years.”
Open questions from the audience,
following Campbell’s speech,
showed a general disenchantment
with the theme house concept.
“I haven’t spoken to one person
who desires it,” noted one student.
Branham answered the student’s
comment by noting, “I’ve spoken to
some students who are open to the

idea—granted not many.”
“I think we feel at this point that
we’ve thrown it out there for consid¬
eration,” she said. The associate
dean added that the proposal was
given “more contrete terms” so stu¬
dents could have “something to react
to.”
Responding to a students’ question
on the extent of student involvement
in the theme house decision,
Branham said “We’re not going to
propose theme houses if there is not a
desire for them,” but noted “The
Office of the Dean of the College
reserves the right to experiment as we
did with freshman centers.”
McSharry noted that many of her
friends found theme houses dis¬
criminatory. “If there was a French
house I would be discriminated
against because I can’t speak
French,” she said.
“It seems that something that is
the same can’t be diverse,” con¬
tinued the RA residential life coor¬
dinator, by the current proposal a
member of the board that would ap¬
prove themes. “There is a lot of
fragmentation on campus. I think
theme houses would increase frag¬
mentation.”
Branham answered that “We have
a notion of an interactive model” that
would preclude exclusivity by requir¬
ing theme residences to present
periodic programs.
At least one student favored the
idea. An off-campus student noted
that the theme house concept could
be employed to improve Bates
facilities, such as offering better
cooking and artistic facilities, al¬
though other students disagreed with
his idea.
“I haven’t heard a lot of kids com¬
plain about a lack of diversity or
about the housing,” argued another
student. “I think the administration
has an idea that any change is a good
thing.”

Department for cost gate receipts.
A total of $54 was collected at the
meeting.
“I didn’t come here to debate or
discuss all of the events which occured down at Bowdoin on Satur¬
day and I’m sure any microscopic
investigation of all of those events
would find differences occuring,”
Carignan said at the meeting,
which was also attended by
Branham and Assistant Dean
James Reese.
“What shines through,” he said,
“is that the gate was crashed
without provocation, and I have
heard no one deny that. I think it
was a bush kind of activity that
was without class. I think it should
be dealt with effectively and effi¬
ciently.”
Carignan said he was concerned
for the reputation of the college in
the eyes of its students, future
students and alumni. He also said
he expected restitution to be made
to Bowdoin by thos who did not
pay to watch Saturday’s game.
“I would like to see both of
those issues resolved tonight and
put away so we can see bridges
built between institutions rather
than barriers of impediment or ill
will,” Carignan said.
“The college is very much con¬
cerned with individual students
and the way they exercise their
rights,” Carignan told The Stu¬
dent, “and they are responsible for
the exercise of those rights and ac¬
countable for them, both on and
off the campus.
“I am very much concerned per¬
sonally and as dean when mis¬
judgements result in the college as
a whole suffering long term injury.
Reputations tend to exist long
beyond the causes which engender
them.”

Police officers watch as student clears the grill. Student/Hall.

Capital Campaign
hits three-quarters mark
by Gail Fons
Senior Reporter
Gina Tangney, head of the
Development Office, announced
Friday that the Capital Campaign
has reached three-quarters of its
goal.
The figure as of Sept. 30 was
$9,442,329.33. The money will be
used to fulfill the predominate
needs of the college, assessed in the
75-76 planning stages of the fund-

Writing workshop
seeks new home
by Patty McAndrew

Staff Reporter
“It is important for me to be
functioning smoothly in the col¬
lege community,” commented
Joyce Seligman, director of the
writing workshop, “we have to
find a new home.”
The writing workshop is new to
Bates this year, and is located in
Hathorn 204, which was previous¬
ly used as a seminar room.
However, this room “belongs” to
faculty members David Haines
and David Cole, and was only used
by the writing workshop for one
year so another room was re¬
quired.
Seligman said an office or some
area which can be blocked off is a
necessity. “Some people need
privacy and should have the op¬
tion if they want it. Writing is a
very personal business,” she said.
Students who seek help from the
writing workshop now have “no
place to meet that’s not open to the
public.” Seligman said that as the
program expands and more stu¬
dents come to the workshop, this
aspect of the program will become
very important. Faculty members
often wish to discuss students’
work, and this is a matter which
also demands privacy, she said.
A memo released earlier this
week by the Office of the Dean of
the College would relocate the
writers workshop in the base¬
ment of Hathorn Hall, now the of¬
fices of the Publishing Associa¬
tion.
The Mirror, currently the sole
occupant of that office, will be
moved to rooms 214 and 215
Chase Hall. A darkroom for use
by The Student and The Mirror

will be constructed in Chase 207.
The Bates Student business office
will be moved from 215 to 212
Chase Hall and a larger , closet off
the lobby of third floor Chase will
house the student copy machine
and storage now maintained in
room 212.

raising campaign as “athletic and
recreational facilities, performing
and fine arts center, instructional
and computing equipment, faculty
endowment, endowed concerts
and lectures, energy saving,
scholarships, and library expan¬
sion,” according to Tangney.
Although no funds have been
designated for the fine arts center,
“a major effort will be on the arts
campaign,” President T. Hedley
Reynolds, a coordinator of the
campaign, explained. Sufficient
funds for the planning of the
center have been raised, however,
and architects are presently
translating a “needs plan” into
cubic foot needs.
The five primary sources for the
campaign are the regular alumni
gifts, “special gifts” from larger
donors, corporate giving, and gifts
from friends and parents. “It is a
constant and rewarding search,
linking up people who want to do
things for young people,”
Reynolds concluded.

Quality Market
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— Full Line Of—
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Face Gatto’s Jumbos tomorrow

Football captures CBB with thrashing of Bowdoin
day than he did,” said Harrison. “I
think there were only two passes
(to him) that he didn’t catch. Dick
Lagg was having a good day and
was getting the passes there.
“We didn’t go into the game
with the idea that we were going to
throw 31 passes in the game, but
we felt that we could throw against
their secondary (and did). They
reacted aggressively to our run.”

by Jeff Roy
Senior Reporter
BRUNSWICK - One-hundred
seventy Bates fans showed up at
Bowdoin College last Saturday for
a “tailgate” party, and a football
game broke out.
Yes, a football game was still
played despite the pre-game ac¬
tivities. In fact, the Bobcats went
on to beat the Polar Bears, 23-13,
and capture their fifth CBB cham¬
pionship.
And for Bates receiver Larry
DiGiammarino, the afternoon
provided an opportunity to add
three more Bobcat receiving
records to his already extensive
list.
The afternoon started off with
the traditional tailgate party in the
football parking area. The party
came to an abrupt end with the ar¬
rival of several Brunswick police
cruisers threatening to arrest the
participants.
The police activity only served
as an impetus, though, for fan par¬
ticipation from the sidelines before
and during the game.

Dave Hild and Jeff DuPree pressure Bowdoin punter in action last week.
Student/Hall.
The fans were standing by the the cheering. It felt good.”
From the opening kick-off, the
gate entrance cheering on the Bob¬
cat players as they entered the Bobcats had the support and got
field. “The great thing about Bates off to a 14-0 lead after the first
is that there is very good student half. The Polar Bears gave a scare
support,” said Bates coach Web one minute into the game when
Harrison. “I remember being on they recovered a fumble six yards
the field and I could tell when from the goal line, but that was
players were coming out (of the “all she wrote.”
On the very next play, Bobcat A1
locker rooms) because I could hear
Mandrafino recovered a Bowdoin
fumble. “It was a lucky break,”
said Harrison. “I think we would
have found a way to come back
and win the game, but we didn’t
want to spot them seven points.”
Ten minutes later, the Bobcats
put the first seven points on the
board. A 47-yard Dick Lagg pass
to DiGiammarino set up the Bob¬
cats on the Bowdoin 3-yard line.
Two plays later, Bates captain
Pete McEvilly carried the ball over
the goal line.
The Bobcats made extensive use
of the passing game despite the
weather conditions and DiGiammarino’s able hands aided the ef¬
fort. He caught 12 passes on the
day, which is a record for most
Offense blows open holes to make room for Bates runners in CBB contest
receptions in a game.
at Bowdoin. Student/Hall.
“You can’t have a much better

Gatto and Tufts plan to snare Bobcats
by Jeff Roy
Senior Reporter
Tufts University football coach
Vic Gatto is a guy only seniors can
remember at Bates. He coached
here from 1973-77.
Some animosity toward him still
exists here on the part of students
who remember what they call “the
classless way in which he left
Bates.”
Personalities will not be clashing
tomorrow, however, on the girdiron. Tomorrow afternoon, the
7-1 Bobcat football squad will
meet Gatto’s 4-2-1 Tufts squad.

The first game between the two
teams was back in 1875 and since
then the teams have met 41 times.
The Jumbos lead the series
28-10-3.
Last year, the Bobcats pulled
off a stunning Nw England upset
when they beat the previously 6-1
Jumbos to climax a disappointing
season. Bates went into the game
with a 2-5 record.
“It was a big win, that’s for
sure,” said Web Harrison, Bates
football coach. “(It) was more of
an emotional game. Ii was a great
way to end the season.”
Harrison is expecting a close

“DiGi” wins Gold Helmet
Bates superstar Larry DiGiam¬
marino has won this week’s Gold
Helmet Award, co-sponsored by
the New England Football Writers
Association and Coca-Cola, it was
announced Monday.
The award is given to a division
1 player and a division 2 or 3
athlete. DiGiammarino was voted
the outstanding player of the week
with his performance against Bow¬
doin last Saturday in division 3
play.
DiGiammarino’s 12 pass recep-

tions and one touchdown broke
three more college marks. The
senior wide receiver now holds the
record for most receptions in a
game (12), in a season (48), and
most career touchdowns.
This marked the first time in
three years that a Bates player
received the award. In 1978
quarterback Chuck Laurie was
awarded for his five TD passes in
the opening game. Ironically, four
of those scores went to DiGiam¬
marino.

game between the two teams,
despite the faae that the records
favor Bates. In their first four
games, the Jumbos beat Trinity,
tied Wesleyan, and lost to Bow¬
doin and Middlebury. Since then,
they have beaten Williams,
Amherst, and Colby.
“They (Tufts) had a stretch in
the middle of the season that hurt
them,” added Harrison. “They’ve
come on very strong in the past few
games and they’re a very good
football team. I suspect a pretty
good match-up.
“They like to throw the ball and
we like to throw the ball. They
have a couple of good runners and
so do we. Being at home is one of
the good positive factors for us.”
The Jumbo aerial attack is led
by quarterback David Piermarini,
a Tufts sophomore. Leading Jum¬
bo rushers include former Bow¬
doin runner Bob Sameski as well
as backs Lanny Barber and Mike
Krueger.
Harrison concluded, “the thing
I like about our team is that we
have a pretty level-headed bunch
of people. They know what it takes
to win a ball game and know what
they have to do.”

Two years ago when Bates had
the number one defense in New
England, the Bobcats gave up an
average of 238 yards a game.
About the prospect of breaking
that mark with one game left this
year (against Tufts), Harrison
quipped, “I’m keeping my fingers
crossed.”
Bates will be matching its 7-1
record against Tufts 4-2-1 record

QB Dick Lagg. News Bureau photo.
McEvilly did most of the
groundwork for Bates. While
Charlie Richardson was halted
(only 36 yards on 14 carries),
McEvilly was able to collect 114
yards (his first game over 100
yards).
Harrison said, “Pete really
played well. He fumbled twice but
that’s because he goes hard and on
one of the plays he caught a helmet
on the ball, which jarred it loose.
He hasn’t had an awful lot of play¬
ing time at Bates and he has
hampered earlier this year with a
hamstring pull. The more he car¬
ries the ball, the better he gets.”
The Bobcat defense was able to
contain Bowdoin as well as it has
all year long. The Bobcats give up
an average of 219.9 yards per game
and allowed the Polar Bears only
222 yards. Harrison called it a
“typical day” for his defense and
felt that it was the big plays that
helped Bowdoin gain even that
much yardage. A 35-yard TD pass
by John Theberge (of Lewiston) to
Polar Bear Bruce MacGregor was
just one example.

at home tomorrow afternoon.
Harrison is expected a “pretty
good match-up,” because the Jum¬
bos have come on strong in the
past few weeks.
The Bobcats upset former Bates
coach Vic Gatto’s Jumbos down in
Medford, Massachusetts in the last
game of the year last season,
16-14.
Game notes:.Bates
moved up in the Lambert Bowl
rankings as a result of the win and
the fact that two teams above them
(Trinity and Susquehanna) both
lost.DiGiammarino’s
other two records in the game were
for most TD receptions in a career
(16) and most receptions in a
season
(48).Charlie
Richardson banged his knee in the
game and was sidelined. Harrison
is not sure whether or not he’ll be
ready to play tomorrow.
Only one other Bates team (1946)
had seven wins in a season (7-0).
Not only could a win tomorrow br¬
ing Harrison his best season in his
four years, but it could be one of
the best Bates’ teams ever.

Bates moves up
again in Lambert Bowl
The Bates College football team
has moved up two places in the
most recent Lambert Bowl poll of
the leading Division 3 football
teams in the East.
The Bobcats, 6-1 following their
23-13 win over arch-rival Bowdoin
Saturday, stand seventh in the
balloting, up from ninth last week.
The standings were scrambled
when Trinity, ranked seventh last
week, lost to Amherst, and eighth¬
rated Susquehanna lost to Juniata.

Bates will close out its season
Saturday with a home game
against 4-2-1 Tufts.
The latest Lambert Bowl top 10,
with won-lost records and votes
received: 1. Widener (9-0), 85; 2.
Alfred (9-0), 83; 3. Westminster
(8-0), 74; 4. Montclair State (8-1),
54; 5. Wagner (8-1), 51; 6. Mid¬
dlebury (6-1), 50; 7. Bates (6-1),
31; 8. Plymouth State (8-1), 23; 9.
WPI (6-1), 17; 10. Swarthmore
(7-1), 10.
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Becca Watt: freshman standout
by John Cullen
Staff Reporter
This weekend Becca Watt,
freshman standout on the
women’s cross country team, will
run in the NCAA qualifiers at
Franklin Park in Boston with an
excellent chance at qualifying for
the NCAA Division . 3' champion¬
ships to be held in Wisconsin next
weekend.
Watt, who lives in Webster
Groves, Missouri, has lead this
year’s cross country team to a 19-7
record and an occasional ranking
in the top 15 teams among all New
England colleges. Since entering
Bates this fall, Watt has won
outright three of the six total races
she has entered, finished first for
Bates in each race, and set and
reset the Bates record for the 3.1
mile campus course.

Watt first started running four
years ago as a freshman at Webster
Groves High School. She made the
varsity team her first year and has
improved every year since then.
She moved from the number 4 spot
as a freshman to co-captain and
the number 1 runner as a senior.
Her biggest improvements in her
career have been over the last two
years. On the average Watt is run¬
ning about 50 seconds faster than
she did last year as a senior in high
school.
The transition from high school
to college competition has not
been difficult for Watt due to the
fact that most of her meets last
year were large invitationals with
anywhere from 10 to 40 teams in
each one. The larger meets caused
the competition to be roughly
equivalent to the competition
Watt has met thus far in college. In

The Sports Beat
Cart you believe those Pats?
by Chris Jennings
Assistant Editor
This year wasn’t as bad as those
of recent past.
The professional sports teams of
the Boston area didn’t leave me
feeling as if I’d been cheated as a
fan once again. No, the Red Sox
came close once again but this time
I was prepared. I quit hoping back
in the summer when the strike
went on. And the Pats? Well, what
other NFL team has the talent they
do and is 2-8? I refuse to even
shout when they score now
because of all the years they have
caused me grief.
In fact, the only Boston team I
can even get emotional about
anymore is the Celtics because Red
Auerbach is a genius and Larry
Bird can make even the impossible
come true. That team is a winner
while the rest just go through the
motions.
The Sox pulled a typical choke
but this year they weren’t 11 games
in front of everyone else in August
only to fade come September. No,
the Sox stayed in the thick of it to
the end, but somehow I knew
they’d never make the pennant.
Maybe it’s because I don’t see
how they let Lynn and Burleson go
to California. Granted, Carney
Lansford was fantastic at third,
but the offense has always been
strong. It’s the pitching that con¬
tinues to lose games.
Torrez pulled a pleasant suprise
this season, but one year out of the
five since he came to Boston
doesn’t leave this Bobcat too ex¬
cited. And now Eckersley goes in¬
to a tailspin after signing a long
term contract. They’ll probably
ditch Tanana although he is a lefty
and had a good first half. So why
can’t they clean house and try
some new talent?
If Jerry Remy is allowed to sign
with another team, I will never
watch a Sox game again. The
management of a professional
sports team should reward the play
of productive athletes rather than
ignore them and their contribu¬
tions. The Sox will never be con¬
tenders with the front office it has
running the circus now.
And the Patriots are one of the
saddest cases I’ve ever seen of
wasted talent. The blame can no
longer be spread to the departure
of Chuck Fairbanks and the er¬
ratic arm of Steve Grogan. The
team is a classic example of
mismanagement. How can you
trade a Leon Gray in the prime of

his career and say it was a good
deal? Who did they get for him?
And what about Hawg Hannah,
who is rated the best lineman in the
NFL by Sports Illustrated? Tell me
he isn’t disgusted with the events of
the last few years. The sad part is
that the ballclub was run profesionally, the players might already
have a Super Bowl ring. Will the
madness ever end? I’ve stopped
getting my hopes up.
It’s fun to rag on Boston sports
because 1) they deserve the flak for
pretending to be something which
they are not —contenders, and 2)
those who are unfortunate enough
to root for Boston teams get so
upset when you point out how bad
the Sox and Pats really are. The
Celtics are the lone Boston
organization with any class, and it
paid off with a world champion¬
ship.
When the Red Sox and Patriots
decide to clean up their respective
acts it will come from within, not
on the teams themselves. Until
that time, I’ll stand by the same
teams I’ve followed for the past 12
years —the Dallas Cowboys and
the St. Louis Cardinals baseball
club. I like their management and I
like their style. Any bets on who
makes it to the Super Bowl or
World Series first?

Watt’s four years in high school
she was the individual winner in
only one of her races compared to
three overall first place finishes
this year.
Although Watt was not
specifically recruited by Bates for
running, she did get several letters
from the women’s cross-country
and track coach, Carolyn Court.
Watt said that, while the college
she was to attend had to have a
cross-country program, her deci¬
sion to attend Bates was influenc¬
ed much more by other things
dealing with the college then by
running. Proof of this is her rejec¬
tion of a full scholarship from
Bowdoin College which would
have required her to have one var¬
sity letter a year and also to main¬
tain a high level of academic stan¬
ding in order to receive the money.
The only drawback to this year’s
season for Watt was a pulled
achilles tendon which flaired up
after the NESCAC meet. This in¬
jury has kept Watt out of both the
State of Maine meet and the New
Englands. Over the last few weeks,

Freshman sensation Rebecca Watt.
however, in an effort to regain the
shape she was in, Watt has been
swimming, working out on the exerbicycle, and running lightly. By
the end of last week she was back
in top shape in preparation for the
NCAA qualifers, held tomorrow.
Watt must finish in the top
twelve runners in the Qualifiers
this weekend to make the trip to
Wisconsin for the NCAA Division
3 : championships. If she is able to
run as well tomorow as she did in

Student/Scarpaci.
the NESCAC meet, the chances
for a top twelve placing are very
good. At the NESCAC meet she
finished third out of close to 70
runners and ran a full two minutes
faster then her best time in high
school. However far Watt is able
to go this season in her bid to
become a Division 1 31 AllAmerican, the season has already
been a great success and the
following seasons can only get bet¬
ter for her.

Men set new mark in soccer
by Chris Jennings
Sports Editor
The 1981 soccer season will go
down in Bates history, but not for
the best team ever, or the most
goals scored. No, the men’s soccer
team holds the unfortunate
distinction of posting the worst
record in the Bobcat books.
The 1981 season ended with a
1-9-2 mark for the booters, which
was the worst since Jeff Gettler
took over in 1978. Bates had only
two victories in a season four times
in the last decade but this one
marked the first time ever that a
squad won but once. The last time
Bates had a winning year was back
in 1969 under George Wigton,
when the Bobcats tallied a 5-3-4
total.
This year’s team also produced
the fewest goals in division II and
III since Worcester State scored
but three in 1975. Bates’ offense
had three goals in their eleven
games. Only three other teams
have scored fewer goals in New
England soccer history — UMF
had 2 goals in 1961, Dartmouth
scored once in 1917 and 1919, and
UConn tallied a lone goal in 1929.

Last season the Bobcats put 11
shots into the opponents nets, and
in 1979 Bates exploded with 17
goals.
The defense was solid for
another year however, as they
allowed only 20 goals, the second
best total since Gettler took charge
of the team. Last year’s 5-6-1
squad held opponents to 19 total
goals throughout the season. Co¬
captains Brian O’Donnell and
Andy Aceto led the booters defen¬
sively with help from Nick Kent
and Kevin Downie. Steve
Kutenplon was injured throughout
most of the season but will return
next year to head the strong Bob¬
cat corps. Joining him in the
backfield will be Steve Wright and
Paul Slovenski who came on
strong again this season.
The offense will be without the
help of top scorer Jim Merrill, but
should imrove by the 1982 season.
Freshmen Marco Restani, Eric
Bondy and Mike Eisenfeld will try
to muster a consistent scoring
threat from the front line, and
juniors Chris Burns and Ed
Cushing should provide extra
potential on offense.

Two year letterman Bill Hunt
will be back next season to crank
up the plays for the offense at his
midfield position, and Rob Dia¬
mond, Dave Nightengale, Marty
Johnson and Tom Mclnerney will
bolster the midfield attack again in
’82. Many of these athletes play
together in summer leagues to gain
more experience for the fall college
season. If they get through the
summer months, Bates can only
improve as an offensive team.
Perhaps the strongest part of the
1981 soccer team was the goal¬
keeping of junior Rob Hodes and
freshman Tom McQuillan. These
two goalies had outstanding
seasons and can be expected to
contribute heavily to the success of s
the team next fall. Hodes showed
incredible skills for the second
straight year and his performance
at Babson was a sight to be seen by
soccer enthusiasts. McQuillan
showed remarkable poise for a
frosh in his initial year. He started
most of the games this year for the
Bobcats due to Hodes’ injuried
and his own stellar play. Bates can
expect another superb year from
these athletes in 1982.

Bobcats place 18th in NE Championships
by Doug Campbell
Staff Reporter
It was a busy week for the mens
cross-country team. Last Satur¬
day, the team travelled to the Big
Apple to run in the IC4A’s. The
following Saturday they ran in the
New Englands, held in Boston.
Both meets provided stiff competi¬
tion for the Bobcat runners.
Of the 27 division 3 teams that
ran in the IC4A’s, Bates finished in

eighth place. Considering the high
quality of the competition, this
was an excellent showing. The
winner of the meet, Brandeis,
dominated the race. The first
finisher for Bates was Fred Turkington. Turkington finished eighth
place with a time of 26:02, a mere
28 seconds off the winning pace.
For his performance, Fred was
named to the all-IC4A team. Len
Morley also ran well, placing 16th,
and missing a spot on the IC4A

team by one place. The next three
spots for Bates were filled by Ken
O’Reagan, Mark Dorian, and A1
Waitt who came in 38th, 78th and
82nd places respectively.
In the New Englands Bates did
not do as well. The meet was not
broken up into seperate divisional
races, and thus Bates, which is a
division 3 team, ended up running
against division 1 schools. Never¬
theless there were individual stan¬
douts. Len Morley came in 38th

Women finish tennis season
by Jeff Roy
Senior Reporter
The Bates women’s tennis team
finished up the 1981 season on a
winning note, downing a “weak”
Colby-Sawyer team, 5-2.
“Colby-Sawyer was weaker than
a lot of the teams that we’ve played
this year,” said George Wigton,
Bates coach. “It was a good finish
for the team. We lost four matches
by a point and finished up 5-8 — we
could have finished up with a bet¬
ter record.”

Against Colby-Sawyer, Bates
took wins in each match except for
third singles and second doubles.
Steffani Catanese, Pam French,
Cat MacDonald, and Jennifer
Cogan were winners in singles. Sue
Smith and Megan Skelly took the
win for the Bobcats in second
doubles.
Overall on the year, French led
Bates with a 13-3 record playing
second singles. Catanese ended up
with a 9-8 individual record in her
matches this season. She played

number one in each of the mat¬
ches.
“The thing about this year’s
team,” said Wigton, “is that there
was only one senior—Smith —on
the team. All the rest are freshmen
and sophomores. That looks good
for the future.”
This was Wigton’s only season
as the women’s coach. He was
stepping in for the regular coach,
Pat Smith, who is on a leave.
Smith will return next season, ac¬
cording to Wigton.

place with a fast time of 24:52.
Fred Turkington came in close
behind with a time of 25:15.
O’Reagan was next with a time of
26:10. Freshman standout John
Cullen was only 12 seconds off
O’Reagan’s pace and he finished
with 26:22. John Foley and Waitt
rounded off the scoring for Bates
with times of 27:09 and 27:46.
Coach Walt Slovenski said he
looks at his teams performance in
these two meets with mixed emo¬
tions. On the one hand he said he
sees the strong, consistant runs put
in by his top runners Turkington &
Morley. On the other hand he feels
that the other runners have to stay
closer to the lead pace.
Tomorrow Bates will run in the
NCAA qualifying race. Should
they as a team qualify to run in the
NCAA division 3 championship at
Wisconsin, they would have to
turn down the opportunity
because Bates is a member of
NESCAC. Slovenski said he sup¬
ports the NESCAC philosophy of
not allowing post-season team
play, yet Bates can send any in¬
dividual who qualifies.
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Freshman sets new Turkey Trot record
by Marjie Needham

Staff Reporter
Over 50 Bates faculty, staff and
students raced for a turkey last
Sunday.
John Cullen, running for the

“Turkey breasts” was the first to
finish the three mile race in a new
turkey trot time of 16:16. Cullen
beat Tom Hathaway’s record of
16:37 set last year. The first
woman across the line was cross¬
country star Becca Watt who
finished in 18:16. Watt beat Coach

DiGiammarino sets three more records

The football sensation
by Jeff Roy

Senior Reporter
BRUNSWICK - Going into
Saturday afternoon’s contest, you
wouldn’t have expected any aerial
activity by either football team. It
was raining.
It was conceivable that Bates
receiver Larry DiGiammarino
could have broken the TD recep¬
tion record because he only needed
one more. But no one ever thought
he’d break three records on that
day. One of them was his own.
“We didn’t go into the game
with the idea that we would thi;ow
31 passes in the game,” noted Web
Harrison, Bates coach.
But when Bobcat quarterback
Dick Lagg launched a 47-yard pass
to DiGiammarino just minutes
into the game, the stage had been
set. It was just one of 12 catches he
made in the game that provided
him with three more Bates receiv¬
ing records.
And along with the three new
records came a division 3 Gold
Helmet award, given to the player
in the division weekly.

DiGiammarino’s 12 catches in
the game was one Bates record (for
168 yards). The 12 catches moved
his season total to 48, another
Bobcat record for most catches in
a season. And of course, he caught
his 16th TD pass, another Bates
record.
Now, DiGiammarino holds
seven Bates receiving records and
is tied with another. His other
records include:
Most receiving yards in a game,
most yards in a season, most
career yards, and most career cat¬
ches. He is tied for the most TD
catches in a game.
The only receiving category that
does not have DiGiammarino
listed for the record (or tie) is for
most TD receptions in a season.
The record is currently held by
Tom Lopez and Bruce Winslow
who each have 10, set back in 1967
and 1966, respectively.
“What he’s done speaks for
itself,” added Harrison. “I hate to
lose him. Larry will have done a lot
of things that no other person has
done at Bates.”

Carolyn Court’s previous women’s
record of 18:21.
Representing the “Golden
Oldies”, Gove Effinger of the
math department was the first
Faculty/staff finisher, and Court
was the first woman. Effinger
placed fourth overall in 17:20,
while Court was 24th in a time of
19:36. Seventh place went to Assis¬
tant Professor of Psychology John
Kelsey. Jan Salis rounded out the
“Golden Oldies” squad.
There were three dividisons for
the race made up of 1) co-ed
teams, 2) female teams and 3) all
male teams. No team was allowed
more than two varsity or club
members.
The first team to cross the line
was the all male squad Skiing II.
Skiing II finsihed first in the
female division, with “Fubball 4”
coming in second. The Space
Cadets lead the co-ed division,
followed by the Golden Oldies, the
Turkey Breasts, and Lobster
Poachers and Die Grunen Esell.
Racing for Skiing II were Dan
MacDonald (3rd) Dave DeSantis
(6th), Sam Smith (13th) and Jay
Frisch (20th). Skiing III included
Arline Poisson (31st), Sue
Frankenstein (38th), Sue Kopp
(40th) and Sue Willey (42nd).
Paul Slovenski finished eighth
overall and first for the Space
Cadets. Nick Valonis, recovering
from an injured knee, finished
14th, Karen Palermo placed 24th
and Andrea Carter was 25th.
Women’s cross-country coach
Carolyn Court said it was a fun
race with steroes blasting and lots
of support, but hopes more people
will run in the intramural spon¬
sored race.

Jumbos march into town
If past history has any bearing
on tomorrow’s Tufts game, the
Bobcat football squad had better
brace itself for an upset.
Last year Bates upset the Jum¬
bos at Medford by a 16-14 margin.
Bates entered that contest with a
2-5 mark, while Tufts was a
dominating 6-1. The 1979 game
was won by Tufts to complete a
perfect 8-0 season. But in 1978 the
highly touted Bobcat team was
upset by the Jumbos at Medford.
The statistics point to another
tough game tomorrow.
Tufts comes into the game from
a 38-8 thrashing of Colby, a team
which almost upset Bates two
weeks ago. They post a 4-2-1
record with losses to Bowdoin and
Middlebury. Bates’ only blemish
came from the Panthers of Mid¬
dlebury over five weeks ago. They
have won five straight, including a
15-11 victory over former number
one-ranked WPI.
Tufts will have to control Bates’
offense, particularly Larry
DiGiammarino, who holds more
receiving records than anyone in
Bates history. Captain Pete
McEvilly comes off a fine running
performance at Bowdoin, where
he gained 114 yards. Senior
quarterback Dick Lagg completed
18ofthe31 passes hethrewfor235
yards and two touchdowns. The
offensive line has been awesome in
opening holes for runners and pro¬
tecting Lagg in the pocket. The
only question mark is halfback
Charlie Richardson who injured a
knee in last week’s game. He pro¬
bably will miss the Jumbo
meeting.

The Bobcat defense has return¬
ed to the form it had two years ago
when it led New England. Middlelinebacker A1 Mandrafino and
free safety Chris Flaherty have
shone all season long and will be
counted on to shut down the Jum¬
bo offense and halfback Bob
Sameski who ripped through Col¬
by last week. Seniors Jeff Melvin
and pro prospect Rich Munson
will control the line for the Bates
corps.
If the game is as close as is ex¬
pected, Bates may rely on the foot
of placekicker Don Sarason who
blasted a 43 yard field goal against
Bowdoin. Sarason is the onlykicker in the top ten scorers in
NESCAC.

Women will
run in Boston
This weekend, five Bobcat
women will race in the NCAA divi¬
sion 3 qualifiers.
The first 12 individuals to finish
the Franklin Park (Boston) race
will qualify for the nationals to be
held at Carthridge College in
Wisconsin.
Running the 5,000 meter race
for Bates will be Becca Watt,
Nancy Bell, Karen Palermo,
Justina Alsfeld, and Becky Jones.
Coach Carolyn Court expects
Middlebury and Williams to be the
stiffest competition. Both schools
are NESCAC rivals.
This is the last team meet of the
season and Court hopes that Bates
will be one of the top four finishers
out of the 14 schools.

WITH OUR BUYING POWER.. WE BEAT ALL PRICES
COME JOIN US FOR OUR

OPEN HOUSE

i Mexican
Es TinRestaurant
Bueno I
Formerly "Sooth of tho Sorrier"

DINING-TAKE OUT
k997 Sabottus Street, Lewiston 783-6015i
1 Now Open Every Day!

ELECTRONIC
AND CAMERA
CENTER

4BE’S

pioiMeeni

TURNTABLES

AM-FM STEREO

• 8X3600(25 watts) $169.95

• 8X3700(45 watts) $199.95
• 8X3800 (60 watts) $269.95

•
•
•
•
•
•

SLB-101.
$68.00
SUB-202.$89.95
S LB-303.$109.95
SLD-202.$98.00
SLD-303.$124.95
SLQ-2..$138.95
SLQ-3.$158.95

Technics

Technics

CASSETTE DECKS

RECEIVERS ALL ON SALE!

“We do it the old fashioned way” at:

Vesipucci’s

$109.95
$179.95
$239.95

ewetaemtae
CASSETTE DECKS
• M5050M dolbyeyetem $149.95
I SD1020 (roelal alloy head) $179.95
• SD3000 (2 apeed)
$209.95
• SD4000 (2 apead/3 hud) $269.95

“The home of the best pizza money can buy”

84 Pine St., Lewiston

SONY
WALKMAN

$79” ^

786-4535
HOURS: Mon.-Thurs. 10-11; Fri. & Sat. 10-12;
Sun. 12-10

h

complete with headphones

SANYO STEREO $0091
SOUND-A-BOUT 5“

SUN.-THURS.
FRI.
SAT. EVE

H FISHER

9:30 a.m. 8:99 p.m.
9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

CAMERA
SALE

EVERY CAMERA
PURCHASE INCLUDES:
• RS240
digital - 60 watte

$269.95
$289.95
$299.95

• RS-1052
• RS-2003
60 watts/graphk equal

AKAI
AA-R21
AM-FM RECEIVER

SONY
STRVX-2 56 Watts
AM-FM RECEIVER

• electronic Iflash
• carrying strap
• roll of color film
• lens cleaning kit

• CANON AE-1

with ,50mm Canon lens

• CANON A-l

•
•
•
•

CS-M02-.$119.95
CSF11.$179.95
GXF25.$229.95
CSM40R.$269.95

_

• CANONET28
• CANON AF35

21495

$

‘

SURESH0T

Technics
SYSTEM #6

with .50 mm ?2 Pentax lens

• NIKON FM or FE
with 50mm 1.8 Nikon lens

$37995
$89|95
$12995
$119
*1/

'm
FOB
PRICE

® OLYMPUS 0MI0 $19995

STEREO RECEIVERS

50^wata^ttgKal quartz lodu $289.95
• R-70-65 watts
$269.95
SBgSet
$229.95

£*£*J

• PENTAX ME Super JO1Q95

with 50mm 1.8 Nikon lens

Sajisui1

[i eo9

• PENTAX K-1000

with .50mm F.3 Pentax Lens

• NIKON EM

(auto reverie)_

$99Q95

• CANON AE-l PROGRAM
with ,50mm 1.8 Canon lens $26995
with ,50mm 1.8 Canon lens

'.awe.,
• RS-M-205
• RS-M-225
• RS-M-240X

(SAME DAY SERVICE)

OR LOCAL CALLS 93655tt/9M4Mt

STEREO RECEIVER

CASSETTE DECKS

• Pizzas
• Sandwiches
• Dinners

1-800-492-0912
CALL NOW! COME IN NOW!

STEREO
SALE!
Technics

• SX3400 (17 watts) $109.95

Style

WE PAY SHIPPING
ON MAIL ORDERS
CALL TOLL FREE

17 EAST GRAND AVE., ON ROUTE 9, OLD ORCHARD BEACH

7

NEW YORK

rnrr this
ritr.r. week

WE ARE NOT ON MAIN ST. OR AFFILIATED WITH ANY OTHER SHOP

with 50mm 1,8 Olympus lens
e Technics SA-103 Stereo
Receiver (40 watts)
• Technics SLB 202
Turntable
• Technics SBL-30 speakers
(60 watts)
• Pickering Cartridge

• 0LYMPU80M-1

with 50mm 1.8 O^mpus lens

• 0LUMPUS 0M-2

$33995

Dtrectkma: We are on Route 9 — Follow Rt. 1 to Rt. 9 to Pine Point Clam¬
bake. . .5 minute drive from Clambake — on leftkand aide — nert to pbaa
•tore — aaoee from large parking lot — OR: Drive down Main St (the Mil)
and turn left after tracks — 3 blocks down on rlriithand aide.

$229

36995

$
with 50mm 1.8 Olympus lens
Ml Brands in stock - call for priced

LARGE SELECTION OF

LENSES STOCK
to 60% OFF!
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Time Out

Bates third in state volleyball

Athletics at Bates:
everyone gets a chance
In a college with a total enroll¬
ment of 1428 students, why are
there almost 400 athletes com¬
peting in 21 intercollegiate sports,
and over 700 total students par¬
ticipating in intramurals?
The answer may lie in how easy
it is to become involved in sports at
a division 3 college. The pressure
at Bates is not forced upon an in¬
dividual to perform “or else.”
There are no athletic scholarships
at this college because the primary
reason for attending a small liberal
arts institution is to get an educa¬
tion, not prepare an athlete for
professional baseball or the Olym¬
pics. Bates need not be the best in
athletics, but as Athletic Director
Robert Hatch stated, “we want to
be representative in all 21 sports.”
Hatch said Bates’ reputation in
athletics is decent, and the respect
that people have for coaches here
is high. “NESCAC was the best
thing that happened to Bates

November 13,1981

second game in the match was the
best defensively-played game that
Bates had all season.

by Doug Campbell

Staff Reporter

athletics in two decades,” Hatch
commented. “The competition is
much more equal because the
schools involved live by a common
philosophy. NESCAC is a much
better idea than even the Ivy
League. It helps our reputation
because students looking at col¬
leges see the company we’re in.”
Hatch went on to say that the in¬
terest shown to sub-frosh by the
Bates coaches helps to build Bob¬
cat reputation.
Many of the best athletes here
would not be playing if they at¬
tended a large university. Bates
gives individuals the chance to
prove their abilities and to grow
both intellectually and athletically.
The college “bends over back¬
wards to make programs for the
kids here,” Hatch said. The inter¬
collegiate program at Bates allows
ordinary people to play sports
without the pressure of an athletic
environment.

The womens volleyball team
finished off its season by placing
third in the MAIAW state tourna¬
ment. The third place finish was
quite high considering the injuries
the team sustained just prior to the
competition.
The day before the tournament
started Carolyn Evans came down
with the flu and ^as not able to
play at all, and later that day at
practice Colleen O’Connell hurt
her wrist. O’Connell was able to
play the next day, but only to a
limited extent. This, coupled with
the loss during the regular season
of standouts Susan Menzer, Julie
Newton, and Karen Voelkening,
left the Bobcat’s ranks depleted.
In the first round of play, Bates
met the University of New
England. Though the ’Cats started
off with some sloppy mistakes,
they were able to steamroll over
UNE 15-12, 15-5. Coach Donna
Turnbaugh said she thought the

by the loss of O’Connell. Captain
Ellen Wilkinson had a fine tourna¬
ment, and was the leader on and
off the court all year.

There was a long break until
Bate’s next match the winner of
which was to go on to the finals.
Bates met the first seeded team,
the University of Maine at Farm¬
ington, in the semi-finals. The
Bobcats got off to a bad start and
were never able to fully recover.
They lost 14-16, 10-15. In the con¬
solation round, Bates met a vastlyimproved St. Joseph’s team. It was
touch and go from the opening hit.
Bates earned itself a well deserved
18-16, 15-12 win. It was a nice way
to end the season.
Named to the all state first team
for her play all season was Christy
Gallier. She did indeed have a
super year. Jody Chumbook and
Jean Grant were named to the sec¬
ond team. It would be unfair to
neglect Gloria Lee who came off
the bench to fill the empty spot left

Classifieds
beer We
PERSONAL:
Muffy,
Love bears all things,
Believes all things,
Hopes all things,
Endures all things.
For all the things, happy first!!
Love, Christopher
FOR SALE:
Bass guitar, Gibson copy, excellent sound,
very solid, excellent condition, with case.
$100 firm. Jim Pasquill, Box 600.

lrn\ "PtS&rz.--"°

1mi1

'

The World}

iUDWEISERP

Renowned

FOR SALE:
One pair Bean boots, lady’s size 8. Felicia
Hoeniger, 4-9073 or box 298.
WANTED:
Two roommates for Five-room apartment,
one block from campus. Fully modernized
and very clean. Wood stove. Cheap. Mark
Elliott, box 236.
WANTED:
Lionel trains to build my hobby. Any condi¬
tion. Will pay a fair price. Call 3-2636 after
4:15 pm.

Budweiser.

Ready
to teach
home
nursing,
first aid,
parenting,
child care,
water
safety,
CPR. B8I
JB’s British Invasion
Party
Coming soon.

GENE’S
Corner Store
Open 365 days 6 a.m. to Midnite

Cold cuts • Produce
• Groceries
Domestic & Imported
Beer and Wine
65 College Street
Corner of Sabattus
and College Streets
784-4750

Larry Digiammarino receives the athlete of the week for setting three
more receiving records last week.
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Scoreboard
Final Standings:
(football excluded)

NFL
American Conference
Eastern Division
W L T
6 1 0
1 9 2
4 7 0
6 3 3
2 0 0
5 8 0
11 6 0
14 7 1
16 8 0

Football
Soccer (M)
Soccer (W)
Field hockey
Tennis (M)
Tennis (W)
X-C(M)
X-C(W)
Volleyball

Saturday’s Football:
Bates 23.-.Bowdoin 13
Tufts 38.Colby 8
Amherst 14.Trinity 3
WPI28.Hamilton 12
Middlebury 28.Union 0
Albion 29.Kalamazoo 12

W L T
Miami
Buffalo
NY Jets
Nw England
Baltimore

2

1

4
4
8
9

0
0
0
0

7 3
5 5
4 6
5 5

0
0
0
0

Central Division
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Houston
Western Division
Denver
Kansas City
San Diego
Oakland
Seattle

TJSK
Bates, 23-13
at Brunswick, Me.
Bates (6-1.7 7 9 0-23
Bowdoin (2-5).0 0 7 6-13
Ba —Pete McEvilly 1 yd. run (Don Sarason
kick)
Ba —Larry DiGiammarino 17 yd. pass from
Dick Lagg (Sarason kick)
Ba —Sarason 43 yd. FG
Ba-Dave Carter 4 yd pass from Lagg (kick
failed)
Bo —Bruce MacGregor 35 yd pass from
John Therbere (Mike Siegel kick)
Bo —Therberge 1 yd. run (rush failed)

Bates
First downs.14
Rushes-yards.43-144
Passing yards.235
Return yards.83
Passes. 18-31-2
Punts.7-31.0
Fumbles-lost.3-2
Penalties-yards. 6-63
Arrests..1

Bowdoin
13
49-93
129
117
8-23-2
7-40.0
5-4
9-68
0

Tufts,38-8
AT Medford, Ma.
Colby (1-6). 2 0 0 6-8
Tufts (4-2-1).14 10 7 7-38
T —Mike Krugeger 1 yd run (Mark
Harasimowicz kick)
C—Safety, Tom McGuillicudy blocked punt
out of end zone
T—Bob Sameski 88 yd. run (Harasimowicz
kick)
T —Krueger 3 yd. run (Harasimowicz kick)
T — Harasimowicz 39 yd. FG
T —Ken Jacobson 16 yd. pass from David
Piermarini (Harasimowicz kick)
C—Peter Dooling 1 yd. run (rush failed)
T-Tom Beaton 1 yd. run (Harasimowicz
kick)
Tufts
First downs.26
Rushes-yards.61-340
Passing yards.133
Return yards.17
Passes. 10-24-4
Punts.3-27.3
Fumbles-lost.7-4
Penalties-yards. 6-60

Colby
3
28-24
39
21
17-30-1
11-31.3
3-2
3-21

Ready for
Mt. St. Helens,
Hurricane Allen,
Love Canal.
Red Cross: Ready for a new century.

BATES COLLEGE

STORE

"-vStT'®'

2nd Annual
PRE-CHRISTMAS
BOOK

SALE

Now in Progress

K A RATE
Kurk Lalemand-3rd Degree Black Belt

• Won 1978 Kata Weapons & Sparring A A U Championship
• Won 1979 Maine State Weapons Championship
• 1977, 1978, 1979 Trained Eleven Qualifying Students
for National A A U Competition
Quality instruction in
the history, tradition, etiquette
Please
and philosophy of Okinawan Karate
Call

256 LISBON ST.
LEWISTON, MAINE

National Conference
Eastern Division

786-4576

white crane school
OF OKINAWAN KARATE

MEN • WOMEN • CHILDREN • PRIVATE LESSONS

W L T
Dallas
Philadephia
NY Giants
St. Louis
Washington

Western Division
San Francisco
Atlanta
Los Angeles
New Orleans
Last Week’s Results:

5 0
7 0

Sunday’s Results
Centra] Division
Minnesota
Tampa Bay
Detroit
Green Bay
Chicago

Miami 30
Minnesota 25
Philadelphia 52
Houston 17
Green Bay 26

New England 27
Tampa Bay 10
St. Louis 10
Oakland 16
New Y ork Giants 24

Washington 33
Chicago 16
San Francisco 17
Cincinnati 40
Denver 23
New Orleans 21
NY Jets 41
Seattle 24

Detroit 31
Kansas City 13 (OT)
Atlanta 14
San Diego 17
Cleveland 20
Los Angeles 13
Baltimore 14
Pittsburgh 21

Ready to help
WWI,WWD, Korea,
Vietnam vets.
Red Cross: Ready for a new century.

INTERESTED IN A MASTERS DEGREE IN
ACCOUNTING?
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION?
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION?
Discover Rice University’s Jesse H. Jones Graduate
School of Administration — A representative will be
on CAMPUS ON

DATE: NOVEMBER 16, 1981 (MONDAY)
TIME: 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
For Further Information Contact:

OFFICE OF CAREER COUNSELING
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Admissions sponsors program for sub-frosh from Maine
by Lise Lapointe
Staff Reporter
In an effort to increase the
number of Maine students atten¬
ding Bates, the Admissions Office
yesterday sponsored its annual
Maine Day.
The program, which included
campus tours, open office hours
held by professors and coaches
and meetings with the admissions
staff and the financial aid director,
was designed to expose high school
juniors and seniors from around
the state to the education and
residential lifestyle at Bates.
Maine students currently make
up 12.3 percent of the entire stu¬
dent body, said Elizabeth Wood¬
cock, assistant dean of admissions

and coordinator of Maine Day.
The admissions staff is working
towards increasing the number of
Maine students in order to fulfill
what Woodcock called its “strong
committment to Maine.” She con¬
tinued, explaining that Oren B.
Cheney, founder of Bates College
in 1864, intended Bates to have as
its primary concern the education
of Maine residents and that the ad¬
missions personnel hope to con¬
tinue this tradition to the fullest
possible extent.

Students attending Bates from
other states should be aware of the
environment in which the college
exists and Maine students establish
this important connection.”
A primary function of Maine
Day is to eliminate misconceptions
which Woodcock said she often
finds present in the minds of many
Maine students. Many Maine
students look for alternatives to a
Bates education because “they
tend to look at the price tag of the
small liberal arts college in com¬
parison to the state universities.”

Woodcock explained that the
campaign to recruit more Maine
students is “more present-day
oriented than historically oriented.
Maine students contribute a uni¬
que perspective to the college.

Bates Student
Call 783-7108

tangibility of a liberal arts educa¬
tion.
Woodcock said she feels the ef¬
fect of Maine Day on its par¬
ticipants was a positive one. Of the
100 students who attended, the
majority are expected to apply,
and over 60 students were inter¬
viewed by admissions personnel.
According to Woodcock, the suc¬
cess of the day lies in its effec¬
tiveness in “introducing Maine
students to the liberal arts educa¬
tion at Bates — an alternative to the
state universities.”

Loan procedures reviewed
by Gail Johnston
Staff Reporter
As a result of changes in the Na¬
tional Direct student Loan
(NDSL) program, Leigh Camp¬
bell, director of finaicial aid, call¬
ed general meetings of all 225
students receiving these loans.
Over the past two weeks all
sophomores, juniors and seniors

To Place an Ad in the

In order to give students insight
into the financial aid possibilities,
Leigh Campbell, director of finan¬
cial aid, spoke to the Maine
students on the availability of
funds.
Woodcock explained that
Maine students often underesti¬
mate their capabilities. “There are
many bright students from Maine
capable of handling the Bates cur¬
riculum who don’t feel they have
what it takes.” Maine Day, she
said, is an attempt at helping
Maine students realize the

with NDSLs were required to meet
in group sessions with Campbell to
sign forms. Interest rates on the
loans had been three percent, but
now have been raised to five per¬
cent. However, any previous loans
will still be repaid at three percent.
Likewise, the grace period be¬
tween the end of schooling and the
point at which the payments
become due has been shortened

from nine to six months, but only
on those loans taken out this year.
Campbell was unwilling to say
how many students failed to at¬
tend the meetings, but he did say
he would try. to get in contact with
these students. However, if they
do fail to sign their forms, Camp¬
bell said it is “possible they will
lose their loans. And I hope that
doesn’t happen.”

---

One year at Bates. $13.50

Maine’s Largest JEAN Shop

BAREFOOT TRADER
Always

40% to 60% OFF

Subscribe to
The Bates Student

On Every Pair Of

JEANS CORDS CHINOS
- LEE • LEVI • SEDCEFlELD • WRANGLER • SALL1E ROSS

• BON JOUR • MAD EWELL • CARTERS • DICKIES • TIGER,}!
• -NORTHERN ISLE

9 JOHN ROS8
Famous

Famous
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OPEN FRl A MON NITES TILL 6:30

BAREFOOT TRADER
con

LISBON ^CHESTNUT STS- LEWiSToM

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
M.B.A.

First page to last, The Bates Student is packed with the
latest reports from all over campus.
September through April, Student columns highlights
the academic activities, extracurricular, arts, sports and
entertainment at Bates, with insightful commentary and
opinion.
And now, with the extension of our special offer, your
parents and friends can enjoy The Student in the com¬
fort of their own homes for just $11. That’s $2.50 off our
regular subscription rate.
Act today. Just clip the coupon below and send it with
your payment to Box 309.
And start reading The Student today.

Students of All Majors and Fields Invited
Come to our meetings to hear about our MBA and PhD Programs
and to ask any questions about the curriculum, admission,
financial aid, and career opportunities available in the following
fields of management:
Finance
Health Administration
Economics
Public and NonProfit
Marketing
Human Resources
Accounting
Management Science
General Management
Policy
Tuesday, November 17
Contact OFFICE OF CAREER COUNSELING for sign ups.

Cut and mail with payment to The Bates Student, Box 309,
Bates College, Lewiston, ME., 04240. Checks should be made
payable to The Bates Student.

Name_
Street adress_
City_State_ Zip
Purchaser’s name_
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RA discusses Garnet allocations
organizations alloted RA funds
will have to keep books with
records of their expenditures. Ac¬
cording to Tobin, these books will
help the committee to locate
wasteful areas and evaluate the ef¬
ficiency of the program.
In open discussion, the value of
intercollegiate student conferences
was a subject in question.
Langmaid asked members for
their general opinions on the
usefulness of these conferences,
particularly the upcoming Nor¬
theast Regional Student Govern¬
ing Conference. She explained
that this type of program was
designed to improve student
governments by giving student
representatives the opportunity to
get together with representatives
from other schools and learn
about the procedures of other stu¬
dent governments. “I think the
conferences are a good idea,” said
Liz Smith, 84, “I know that the ad¬
ministration has been trying to
raise Bates’ standards in front of
other schools, and this would pro¬
bably be a good way to do it.”
Langmaid cited that the cost of

Langmaid reported that she would
speak to James W. Carignan, dean
of the college, about the
Discussion at this week’s assembly’s concern with the new
Representative Assembly meeting registration system. The assembly
centered around the allocation of agreed last week that the areas to
$150 to The Garnet, Bates’ student be examined should include
“fairness, location, time, lack of
literary magazine.
Cole Tamminen, editor of The priorization, and the possibility of
Garnet requested this sum for the offering multiple sections in
purpose of expanding the limited enrollment classes,”
Vice president Irene Oehling an¬
magazine to include more student
representation. In a private nounced that Walter Dillingham,
meeting before the assembly 82, had been ratified to fill the
meeting, the Allocations Commit¬ open position on the Student Con¬
tee suggested the magazine be duct Committee.
alloted a sum of $100. The request
for $150 triggered some members
Assembly treasurer Jim Tobin
to question whether the magazine said that he spoke with Bernard
should only concentrate on Carpenter, treasurer and vice
presenting a limited number of president for business affairs, con¬
high quality student submissions, cerning the assembly budget.
or whether it should also aim for a Tobin reported the amount of
quantitative representation of the money allotted to the assembly for
Bates student body.
next semester will probably remain
“It’s really a philosophical the same, but he cited that the
issue,” said assembly president issue was still in question.
Jane Langmaid. “Who is to say
Tobin also informed about the
whether we are looking for just a Allocations Committee’s decision
quality magazine or a magazine on a new bookkeeping procedure.
that has more student representa¬ He explained that, as of Jan. 1, all
tion?”
RA members were informed
that, of the student work submit¬
ted to the last issue of The Garnet,
about 25 percent was published.
When asked whether students
would have to pay for the
magazine, Tamminen replied that
it was in fact, suggested by the
Allocations Committee that he
charge students.
“I object to charging for it
because I think it should fall under
the $9000 that we have to pay,”
said Tamminen, “but if I can’t get
enough from the assembly, I’ll
have to charge students before
anything gets printed.”
A vote was taken on the pro¬
posal, and an overwhelming ma¬
jority supported the allocation of
$150 to The Garnet.
At the opening of the meeting,
by Julie Vallone
Staff Reporter

by Margaret Orto
Staff Reporter

10% Reduction on Purchases over $50
Large Selection of Towels Sheets Spreads

Blankets

c$atar»
9-5:30 Mon.-Fri.
9-1:00 Sat.

Visa & Mastercharge Welcomed.
Name.

Canal St., Lewiston
Address.

The Center Street
and

Shed
563 Center

St. (Ju^t over the bridge to Auburn)

Over 100 Different Beers
Over 2000 Wines
15 Varieties of Coffee Beans
More than 100 Different Cheeses
Kegs & Taps

Super Savings on Bar Bottles

Ferguson suggested- that the
assembly meeting time be changed
from 7:00 to 7:45. When asked the
reason for his request, Ferguson
replied, “because MASH comes on
at 7:00.”
Toward the end of the meeting,
Langmaid addressed members
with concerns about assembly fun¬
ding.
“In the future, if possible, we’re
going to be more serious about
funding,” she said, “This theme
house issue may be telling us that
we are not funding activities that
make for diversity.”
L..ngmaid stressed the impor¬
tance of having a good Allocations
Committee capable of deciding on
the value of funding certain ex¬
tracurricular activities.
She closed the meeting with a
positive evaluation of the
organization and effectiveness of
the Ra and asked members to
think about questions such as
“what should a student govern¬
ment do,” and “to what extent
should students have a say in deci¬
sion making.”

Library steps up efforts to
preserve rare books

Bates Mill Outlet Store

WINE

sending two representatives would
total about $150, and she asked
members whether they felt the RA
should allocte these funds.
“I think this would be valuable
because of all the talk going
around campus about the ineffec¬
tiveness of the RA,” said Julie
Allaire, 84, “This might help us to
become more effective.”
Chrles Ferguson, 82, took a dif¬
ferent stand on the issue. “I think
the conferences are a waste of
time,” he said, “What do we ac¬
tually get done here? I think you
would probably have a great time,
but you wouldn’t come back with a
wealth of knowledge.”
Assembly members were urged
to attend the series of forums on
theme houses that began on Thurs¬
day of this week. In addition,
members received copies of a list
of administrative thoughts on the
theme house proposal. The lists
contains a number of suggested
rules by which to formulate and
run the theme houses. The state¬
ment is not a final proposal. The
actual proposal will come before
the RA next week.

Bell
$1.49/lb
Redskins
Roasted Peanuts 99<t/lb
A Specialty Store with
Lower-Than-Supermarket Prices

become more accessible to
students then they have been in re¬
cent years.
The library staff has stepped up
The library now possesses the
efforts for conserving rare books world’s larges Freewill Baptist colin anticipation of the extra space lection next to the American Bapwhich the current expansion will tist Historical Society,
provide for storage of volumes.
Other collections in the library’s
Bates has a rare books collection possession are the Bates author
as well as several special collec- collection and the Maine Small
tions. As a means of preservation, Presses collection. The Bates
constant restoration of these author collection includes all
volumes is necessary. An on-going alumni, faculty or students of
maintenance program is employed Bates that have been published,
by the library staff.
The Stanton collection of
With student assistants, ■ natural history books was donated
librarians constantly de-acidify to Bates by William “Johnny”
pages. Pages that have become Stanton, a biology professor and
yellowed with age may go through librarian at Bates for many years,
this de-acidifying process or they An extensive part of this collection
may be washed with water. Rare are bird guides. In memory of
books with leather covers are William Lyons Phelps, a twentieth
dressed so that they do not crack, century scholar, Bates has a signed
Binding and sewing of rare books first editions collection,
must be done professionally but is
According to head librarian
seldome done as it is a costly pro- Joseph Derbyshire, approximately
cedure.
90 percent of the rare books are
When expansion of the librar y is gifts to the college. There is a fund
completed all rare books and for special collection books,
special collections will be housed
It is not yet certain if the Muskie
together in what is now the audio- papers will be stored at Bates. A
visual room. Audio-visual equip- permanent location is needed for
ment will be relocated in the base- the papers before any decisions
ment.
may be made. Currently, the
Because of the prominence of Muskie papers are stored in th:
this location, collections will Campus Avenue gym.
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Bates People
Security guard retires
after 10 years
by Beth Wheatley

Shufeldt’s planned
ate of
retirement is still uncertain; he says
/
he may leave as early as January.
“I’ve made some damn good As for his post-retirement plans,
friends here in the last 10 years. Shufeldt says he will “hang around
After four years, I usually lose for the winter, go to Texas in the
them; now, this year, I’ll go with spring and then travel next fall.”
them,” said Bates security guard
Frank Shufeldt of his retirement
this year.
Shufeldt has worked the 11:30
pm - 7 am shift at the Concierge
since 1971. He is responsible for
the security in Chase Hall and
handles the calls that come in over
the radio from the men in the field.
Shufeldt said he likes his job and
that he has enjoyed working with
students. “It was fun. The students
are a nice group. I’ve never had a
hassle in 10 years. I don’t treat
them as kids, because they’re not.”
Chief of security Stanley
Piawlock described Shufeldt as a
“very dedicated” employee. “He
has manned that desk in Chase
Hall, which is the hub of activity
on campus, for many years. He is
as aware as most people in the ad¬
ministration as to what goes on on Frank Shufeldt. File photo.
campus.”
Staff Reporter

Bates instructor will teach dance
In a response to the closings of
several area dance studios and a
local arts agency, a department of
dance has been instituted by the
Lewiston-Auburn Jewish Com¬
munity Center.
Laurie T. Schell, a former in¬
structor at Bates, will serve as
director of the dance program and
as its principal instructor.
Schell,, who received her B.A.
from Stanford University and her
M.A.L.S. from Wesleyan Univer¬
sity, has taught modern dance and
body awareness techniques at Ram
Island Dance Center; modern/
jazz, improvisation, composition
and creative movement at the
Craftschool and University of
Maine at Augusta. As a dance
specialist, she has conducted
dance residencies and workshops
in the Freeport, Gorham, Topsham, and Portland area schools.
Most recently she was a faculty
member of the Arts Education In¬

stitute for Elementary Teachers at
the University of Southern Maine
and guest artist at Bates.
She has also performed as a solo
artist at the Maine Festival, Craftschool, and Ram Island Dance
Center, and has choregraphed
works for other dancers and for
musical comedy productions. Cur¬
rently, she is co-director of the

Random Moves Dance Collective.
Courses offered beginning the
week of October 26 include
modern jazz (beginners) on
Wednesdays from 5:30 to 7 pm;
modern jazz (intermediate) on
Tuesdays from 5:30 to 7 pm; and a
dance workshop on Tuesdays
from 7-8 pm.

ArtsDates
Concerts
Friday, Nov. 13, 8:15 pm —
Miriam Fried, violinist, and Gar¬
rick Ohlsson, pianist, College
Chapel.
Friday, NOv. 13, 8:15 pm —
Dave Brubeck Quartet, Portland
City Hall Auditorium.

tigrew Hall.
Saturday, Nov. 14, 8 pm “Five Easy Pieces,” Filene Room,
Pettigrew Hall.
Sunday, Nov. 15, 8 pm — “Five
Easy Pieces,” Filene Room, Pet¬
tigrew Hall.

Films
Friday, Nov. 13, 7 pm — “Five
Easy Pieces,” Filene Room, Pet¬

Television
Sunday, Nov. 15, 2 pm —
“Measure for Measure,” PBS,
Channel 10.

Maine’s new
alternative FM

Campus Briefs
New? Well, not really. In 1959, we started broad¬
casting to the Central Maine area for the first time, as
WRJR. Today, we are WRBC, Radio Bates College.
The new RBC is everything the old RJR was. . .and
more. We’re an alternative FM where you can find
album oriented rock- and a whole lot more. Radio
Bates College offers jazz and classical programming,
with jazz nine to noon weekdays and Sunday at the
classics. And, there’s the news and information you
need to keep informed in todays changing worldfrom the anchors in our local newsroom to the world
wide facilities of ABC News and the Associated
Press.

Colby limits
off-campus housing
AFTER DISCOVERING work pressures, and the fact that it
THAT HIS PROGRAM was was dose to the end of the
chosen as one of the best of its semester, the issue was pushed to
kind in the nation, Colby the background. The tensions are
economics professor Henry just lying underneath the surface,”
Gemery said, “We’re not suprised. he said. Several speeches and
We felt we had a good, solid discussions groups have been plan¬
department. The Higher Educa¬ ned in an attempt to ease the ten¬
tion Research Institute, is a study sion.
POSING THE QUESTION,
of undergraduate institutions,
cited the Colby economics depart¬ “WHERE HAVE ALL the
ment for its “faculty commitment drinkers gone,” one Northeastern
News reporter roamed up and
to undergraduate teaching.”
down Huntington Avenue from
“OUR MAIN OBJECTIVE is to bar to bar in search of fellow
keep the on-campus housing full,” classmates. But what he discov¬
said Jane Sullivan of the Colby ered was that the night life around
housing office. “Off-campus Northeastern has changed in the
housing is close and available. last few months, as many students
We’re adults and should be able to have apparently abandoned area
live where we want to live,” replied bars. One waitress at the Cask and
one students amidst a reaction to Flagon —a once-popular Happy
the decision of the college to cancel Hour hangout —said, “I don’t
the off-campus housing lottery. understand it. This summer was
Each year a lotter is held in the fall, better than this fall.” Many people
at which time 150-175 students win are attributing the lack of
the option to live in surrounding patronage to age and economic
communities. The process is nor¬ factors.
mally repeated agin in the winter
to adjust for new arrivals, however
the addition of a new dormitory
has provided an abundance of
rooms, so the lottery Was cancell¬
ed.
NORTHWOOD PLAZA

9V/2 WRBC
Give WRBC a try. An alter¬
native FM. . .for a change.
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NOVEMBER FIRST MARK¬
ED THE FIRST ANNIVERSARY
of the Williams cross burning inci¬
dent, when two shrouded figures
burned a cross on the lawn of a
dormitory in full view of students
attending homecoming parties.
The incident was followed by a
series of phone calls and threaten¬
ing notes to members of the col¬
lege’s black community. Accor¬
ding to Williams Record, many
students feel that racial tension has
persisted at the college. “Things
aren’t hunky dory around here,
that’s for sure,” the secretary of
the Black Student Union said.
“And personally, I don’t think
anything has changed since last
year.” Dean of the college Cris
Roosenraad has acknowledged
that the racial tension has not
significantly eased. “I don’t think
we found the right mechanism last
year to resolve the crisis. With

782-14311

STECKINO’S
restaurant
106 Mkktt* Straat. L•wliton. Main* 76*4181

Welcome Back!
HAPPY HOURS:

Monday through Friday
4 to 7 pm
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Treat Gallery
receives
federal grant

Zaitchik Brothers Band
“exhilarating” in Sadie
by Richard R. Regan

Arts Editor

by Margaret McNamara

Staff Reporter
The Bates College art gallery has
won a grant from the Institute of
Museum Services (IMS).
The IMS, an independent agen¬
cy within the Department of
Education, was created by Con¬
gress in 1976 to “assist museums
with general operating support,”
said Elizabeth Schran, assistant
director of development at Bates.
The application for the grant
was made last March and was ap¬
proved in late September. Laura
Carson, acting curator of Treat
Gallery last year, collaborated on
the proposal. Of the 1300 applica¬
tions received by the IMS, only 588
were funded.
“It costs more and more just to
run the museum,” stated Schran.
The IMS grants are awarded to
enable museums to “keep showing
art and keep the collections
presentable,” she added.
According to Katherine
Hargrove, curator of Treat
Gallery, the $3,107 grant will be
used for “general operating ex¬
penses.” Hargrove explained that
general expenses can include “con¬
servation work, buying framing
materials, reappraisal of some of
the collections” and would allow
“collections and developed exhibi¬
tions to be hung.”
Hargrove indicated that it is
very likely the college will reapply
for another such grant.
“The IMS is funded for this
year, so we will get our grant, but
with Reagan’s cuts it is terribly
uncertain as to whether a grant will
be awarded next year,” said
Schran.

Reverse Sadie alternative planned

Students, faculty, attend
60s-revival Sadie alternative
by Gail Fons

Senior Reporter
While some Batesies were
socializing in semi-formal attire at
the Sadie Hawkins dance in Chase
Lounge, conservatives in suit
jackets and narrow ties, mod
women in miniskirts, hippies with
bandanas and patched jeans,
flower children, Vietnam soldiers
and the weather underground
danced to the music of Jefferson
Airplane, Jimi Hendrix, Buffalo
Springfield, The Hollies and other
1960s groups.
These characters appeared for
the third annual ’60s revival party
held in Fiske Lounge Saturday
night.
Professor Loring Danforth,
dressed in conservative ’60s
fashion, said that most of those
present at the party seemed to be
relating to the year 1969 in par¬
ticular, while in previous years
most of the faculty who had at¬

tended wore miniskirts and
straight ties. “I’m happy to sup¬
port the alternative Sadie,” Dan¬
forth added. There were few other
faculty members attending this
year’s dance, which attracted
about 100 people.
Sponsored by the Woman’s
Awareness group, the ’60s revival
party was held “to provide an
alternative for those who are un¬
comfortable with Sadie,” Kristina
Swanson, co-coordinator of the
event, explained. The two
previous alternative Sadies were
also sponsored by Woman’s
Awareness and organized by
Laurel Dallemer and Larri
Cochran, who both graduated in
June. Their themes revolving
around the ’60s era were very
popular, “so we decided to keep
the same theme”, Swanson added.
Woman’s Awareness is present¬
ly planning an alternative to the
upcoming reverse-Sadie dance.
The theme of the party has yet to
be determined.

The Zaitchik Brothers Band was
a surprise to the over 450 people it
played to last Saturday night at
Chase Lounge. For one thing, they
were not actually supposed to be
playing here.
The band was signed as late
replacements for The Allan Estes
Band, who cancelled the date do to
unresolvable scheduling conflicts.
And, playing to a crowd to whom
they were relatively unfamiliar, the
band’s superb, high-quality per¬
formance was an enjoyable sur¬
prise.
The Zaitchik Brothers Band is a
six-piece funk-rock outfit from the
Boston area. Each member has im¬
pressive musical credentials.
Keyboardist Mike Zaitchik form¬
ed the band in 1978 after a stint
with The James Cotton Band. He
also worked with such notables as
Liza Minelli and Helen Reddy. In¬
cidentally, while working in Los
Angelas, Zaitchik won the Gong
Show twice.
Mile’s brother Matt is the lead
vocalist of the group. He has won
numerous awards for his singing.
Bassist Steve Chall has played with
Bo Diddley, Radio King and The
James Montgomery Band. Collin
Tilton, on saxophone and flute,
played with Van Morrison for two
years, and did all the reed work for
Morrison’s Moondance album.

by Gail Johnston
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Staff Reporter
The Triangle Theater Company
of Boston, a gay theater company
perform selections from their
latest production, “Nice habits: a
musical revue of loves and lovers,”
tomorrow at 8 pm in Chase
Lounge.
This is the fifth production of
the two-year-old troupe, which
was started by David Hough, a
Bates alumnus. The show will
feture Cheryl Hoeneneyer, the
composer and lyricist, and
Cathryn Strometta. In addition, a
poetry reading will be given by
another Bates graduate, Rolvin
Risska.
In an interview with Michael
Bronski, Hough, founder of the
Triangle Theater Company com¬
mented on the groups history say¬
ing, “Brecht said that in order to

educate people you have to enter¬
tain them first. We called ourselves
a “gay theater” in the older sense
when gay meant both male and
female homosexuals. One of the
things we would like to see is the
reuniting of men and women in the
community, which is why we don’t
use the designation between les¬
bian and gay male in our title. We
are a gay theater in contrast to be¬
ing a ‘faggot theater’ or a ‘dyke
theater.’ In that sense, politics are
not the overriding concern of the
theater.”
However, “any theater tries to
reach as many people as possible,
and Triangle would like as large an
audience as possible—gays and
straights. By portraying a wide
range of people we want to show
that there is not one ‘gay lifestyle.’
“Hopefully the label ‘gay’ will
not limit us or scare people away.

Guitarist Greg Baril has perform¬
ed with Stovall Brown and George
T. Gregory, and drummer Skip
Fisher has worked with the Bailey
Brothers and Maine rocker Bill
Chinnock.
The band unleased a dynamic
and exciting performance on
Saturday night. Their trademark is
a high-powered, funky brand of
rock music. It proved almost irresistable to dance to, as the dance
floor was continually packed with
people. The group zealously per¬
formed such classics as “Hey
Bartender,” “Kansas City” and
“Superstition,” and mixed in a
healthy portion of original tunes,
including “South Boston” and
“Give Me Those Lips.”
One of the more exciting events
of the evening occured when
several members of the Bates foot¬
ball team took oaver the stage to
render a rousing version of the
Bates fight song in celebration of
their win over Bowdoin. Their
debut album, Songs to Crack
Head By will be available in record
stores shortly, on the Webhead
label.
But to return to the Zaitchik
Brothers, their performance on
Saturday night was exhilarating.
Sources close to the band hinted
that a recording contract is in the
near future. I’m not sure what the
market will be for this band, but I
will say that The Zaitchik Brothers
are one of the best “live” dance
bands in New England.

Special piano due for concert
by Margaret Orto

Staff Reporter
A special Bosendorfer imperial
grand piano is being shipped
especially to Bates by the firm of
Kimball International from

Gay theater group due here tomorrow

■
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With so much anti-gay material in
the air we want to be able to pre¬
sent new images of gay people.”
Also performing in Chase
Lounge that evening will be poet
Rolvin Risska, who, while not part
of the Triangle Theater, will be
reading pieces from his mostly
autobiographical works.
Both presentations are part of a
program designed to help the
Geoffrey Law Scholarship Fund,
and donations will be accepted.
Robert Carr, head of the nowdefunct Gay-Straight Alliance,
who, along with the Robinson
Players is sponsoring the event,
said if this was to be a “full scale
production” then it would pro¬
bably have been in Schaeffer
Theatre, but because of the songs
and the feelings being expressed
Chase Lounge will offer a “much
more intimate setting.”

Jasper, Indiana for tonight’s piano
and violin performance in the
chapel.
Garrick Ohlsson, who will per¬
form tonight with Mirriam Fried,
regularly plays Bosendorfer
pianos. The company often ships
their pianos to performances of
particular artists.
The Bosendorfer imperial grand
is special in that is 9’ 6” long and
has 5 extra keys in the bass
register. The extra keys give the
piano a grand sound and the tone
is sustained much longer than
other pianos. Several pieces of
music have been composed for this
piano. The Bosendorfer pianos
were originally manufactured in
Vienna in 1828. Today, the Bosendorfer grand is considered one of
the world’s finest pianos.

Students in theater course protest requirements
(Continued from page 1)
backstage experience.” She added,
however, that “in retrospect, it’s
not that bad.”
Most students were not ada¬
mant in criticizing the require¬
ment. A student who acknowledg¬
ed that “slave labor” is “a kind of
title that’s been around class” also
said the requirement was “not
unreasonable. You do get a kind

of feeling about what goes on
backstage. I don’t feel it’s been a
complete waste of time.”
Conner contended, “I have not
heard the complaint the require¬
ment was not valuable.” Students
who have taken the course, he
said, generally find “they look at
plays differently now.” Twenty
hours of work, Conner continued,

“is better education into the
theater than any lecturing.”
Even a student who said he end¬
ed up working “80 to 100” hours
remarked, “I’m enjoying it. It did
help me learn about the theater.”
Two students who went to
Branham to complain refused to
comment to The Student, one say¬
ing “I would rather not say

anything that might affect my
grade.”
Conner said that of “more
significance” is “the problem that
students feel unable to address
their complaints to the faculty
member involved but must instead
find some longer, more anony¬
mous route,” a position with
which Branham concurred.

Violinist Miriam Fried and
pianist Garrick Ohlsson will per¬
form in the college chapel this
evening in the second performance
of this year’s Concert Series. The
duo will present works by Shubert,
Rorem and Beethoven. Tickets for
the performance, which will begin
at 8:15, are available in the dinner
line.
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A morbid interest in interest
From ghoulies and ghosties and
long leggety beasties and interest
rates that go bump in the night,
Good Lord, protect us.
Midnight Congressional prayer.
Most Americans are afraid of
high interest rates. With good
reason. They have been told to be
scared of high interest rates. You
cannot turn on the radio or TV
without hearing another interview

Philip Jaffa

Apathy:
a fault of education?
It seems popular of late for one
to voice his or her views concern¬
ing the issue (if it can be called
such) of student apathy at Bates.
Discussion began early in the first
semester of this academic year,
when complaints could be heard in
the newsroom that “nothing is
happening” on campus. Later, we
saw poor attendance at Deans’
Forums. And just recently, the

Mitch Overbye
issue was openly addressed by a
reporter for The Student following
the cancellation of “Conversations
After Sugarloaf.” Since that time,
the Gay-Straight Alliance has
disbanded, and talk about a
general lack of support for groups
on campus has flourished.
The last thing students would
like to read now is another column
about apathy. With all due respect
to the student opinions recently ex¬
pressed through this publication
however, it appears that some
essential truths pertaining to the
issue have not been addressed. In
which case we now have yet
another viewpoint.
I have yet to see a college or
university campus that is bubbling
over with student expression and
involvement concerning organiza¬
tions related to either campus or
worldly issues. It could be that I
simply haven’t been to enough
schools. Or, if true for schools
throughout the United States,
such observation could represent a
sign of the times.
It is obvious that certain colleges
and universities experience more
involvement on behalf of their stu¬
dent body than do others. In addi¬
tion, it is likely that the degree of
apathy seen at a given school may
differ from year to year, as par¬
ticular controversial issues come
and go.
At Bates in 1981, the question at
hand is whether or not such
perceived “apathy” is unique. Is
Bates, for example, alone in hav¬
ing a considerable amount of
students that would rather spend
time in the library than participate
in conversations about Sugarloaf?
Do students here stand out from
others across the country because
more would prefer to strive for the
Deans List than attend a meeting
of the Coalition on El Salvador, or
the New World Coalition?
I hardly think so. Like students
at other schools across America,
Bates students are a creation of
their surroundings. The educa¬
tional values they hold are a direct
reflection of the values of the
society in which they live. In 1981,
the society encourages the student
to compete academically, and to

‘grind it out” if he or she is to
make it in the world. Good jobs,
and opportunities for advance¬
ment through forms of higher
education are given on the basis of
academic performance.
The unfortunate effect of such
values is a distorted definition of
education itself. Knowledge that
could be gained through participa¬
tion in extra-curricular activities,
forums on campus, and intellec¬
tual discussions with other
students may not happen often
enough, due to a students pursuit
of the all important GPA.
Regardless of the extent to which
students may learn through in¬
volvement outside of the class¬
room, it is no secret to students at
Bates and other schools tht such
participation will not assist them in
their quest for an exceptional
grade in biology or history, for ex¬
ample.
Unfortunately, grades seem to
represent degrees of success or
failure in the American educa¬
tional structure, and take prece¬
dent over one’s own mature
development outside of the lecture
hall. It appears that the indicator
for knowledge gained or success
achieved at a given institution has
shifted from the individual, to the
letters appearing on one’s
transcript.
This is not meant to be an attack
on the values inherent in American
higher education. Rather, it is an
attempt to put the issue of Bates
apathy in the right context.
Considering the social pressure
and expectations place on students
today, it seems unjust for Bates
students to be condemned due to
their lack of involvement.
Although some programs and
ideas have failed this semester
because they have received little
support, it is also simply not true
that “nothing is happening” on
campus. Despite social forces, at¬
tempts are being made to organize
programs and events on campus,
and a number of students are in¬
volved.
There is, of course, much room
for greater involvement on behalf
of the student body. And, indeed,
it is important for such student
potential to be further addressed
on campus. Bates however, cannot
alter the educational values of
society, and should not be ex¬
pected to do so. Members of the
community are capable however,
of furthering discussions concern¬
ing the influence of these values,
and the future participation of
students in groups and organiza¬
tions at Bates. That is, if we can
find the time.
Mitch Overbye, ’83, is a Student
columnist.

with a car dealer, real estate agent,
or small businessman telling you
that interest rates are killing “his
business. Politicians are not
reassuring, either. Republican
Congressmen react to high interest
rates with the measured thought¬
fulness of a stuck pig. Democrats
squeal too, not at the interest
rates, but with glee at the prospect
of finally having something to
blame on Republicans. It is all very
absorbing. It isn’t enlightening.
Interest rates are the price of
money, and the price of money,
like the price of any other good or
service, largely depends upon sup¬
ply and demand. Everyone seems
to be saying that the price of
money is too high. This must mean
that there isn’t enough money be¬
ing created, or there are too many
people wanting to borrow.
It is difficult to find a solution to
this problem. Creating or “print¬
ing” large additional amounts of
money doesn’t sound like a very
good way to bring down interest
rates. It is, however, a sure-fire
way to increase inflation, and in¬
flation is likely to cause people to
insist upon even higher rates of in¬
terest to preserve the real value of
their money. Money, it turns out,
isn’t a good or a service like any

other, where more of it lowers its
price. (It is a mechanism for ex¬
changing goods or services, and
“printing presses” can destroy its
usefulness). It is also difficult to
see how a large, quick reduction in
the demand for borrowing is the
answer. The Federal government
might lower its deficit, as Reagan
is seeking to do, another $20
billion. In an economy that invests
more than $400 billion per year, a
$20 billion reduction won’t
dramatically lower interest rates.
A nice little recession would drop
interest rates to “acceptable”
levels, but it scarcely makes sense
to throw people out of work so
that they can afford to borrow.
There is, however, both good
news and bad news about interest
rates. “High interest rates are kill¬
ing my business” is only half the
story. The other half, ignored by
the press and politicians, is “I can
finally put money in the bank and
come out ahead of inflation and
taxes.” Money market funds today
return around 17 percent. Infla¬
tion and taxes typically eat up
around 12 percentage points,
allowing investors a real return of
around 5 percent. No one is going
to get rich quick on 5 percent.
Nevertheless, this is a remarkable
turn of events. The last several
years have seen a massive shift in
wealth in this country. High infla¬
tion has wiped out the real value of
debt, transferring wealth from
savers to borrowers. As people lost
the real value of their savings, they
quite predictably quit saving, and
the result, equally predictable, was
a drop-off in capital formation,
productivity, and econoic growth.
Everyone agrees that we must
allow savers to earn real returns. It
stands to reason that higher rates
for savers means higher rates for

borrowers, although both seem to
be well above what they have been
inprevious, non-inflationary
times.
The bad news about interest
rates is that they may not come
back down again to historical
levels, the rates we lived with
before inflation wiped out the ac¬
cumulated savings of investors. In
part this may reflect the risk savers
feel is not inherent in lending. If
Jimmy Carter’s Administration
has taught us anything at all, it is
that bungling is never more than
an election away, and that infla¬
tion can always be rekindled on a
moment’s notice. But, in addition
to risk, there is some reason to
believe that there has been a fun¬
damental shift in the economy that
boosts the value of money.
Whenever goods become more
scarce, their prices goes up. The
U.S. economy has been starved to
invest campital for a number of
years, and as investment capital
has become more scarce it has
become more valuable. That is an
important reason why it has
become more expensive to borrow
capital, and why it may remain
somewhat more expensive for
many years to come.
There is no reason for us to be
afraid of higher prices for money.
We can, and will, adjust to them
by shifting economic resources, in
the same way we have adjusted to
higher energy prices. That is what
markets do best. The U.S., unfor¬
tunately, inflicted many injuries
on itself when its leaders refused to
face up to the higher cost of fuel.
Politicians and the public, with
their morbid fear of high interest,
may repeat the mistake.
Phillip Jaffa is a researcher for a
midwest energy company. ® Public
Research, Syndicated, 1981.

The memories of Thanksgiving vacation
The Thanksgiving vacation is
the most important of the year. It
seems to go beyond the simple fact
of a detachment from Bates Col¬
lege for a substantial period of
time. It is an occasion when our
memories tend to be more active.

Richard R. Regan
Most of us return horn to our
families and search for old ac¬
quaintances. We expect somehow
to find the situation to be exactly
as we left it. This vacation proves
without much doubt the old adage
that things can never be the same.
The process of change occurs
dramatically, but our realization
of it seems to come only gradually.
As a freshman, one looks forward
to the vacation as a sorely needed

hiatus from an exhausting eleven
solid weeks of Bates life. The stay
at home is seen to be a time to drift
back into the security of the high
school years. We visit our old
schools; we try and reunite the
group of people with whom we’ve
shared so much of our early lives.
But it never seems to come
together quite as we plan it.
Although the first Thanksgiving is
probably the most successful in
terms of reuniting and re-living,
we begin to realize that we are ac¬
tually outsiders now. The old
school belongs to someone else
now. Our selves and our friends all
have something new to be a part
of. They establish new and more
meaningful relationships.
It is certainly nice to slip into
that nice comfortable old bed

again. But isn’t it a shame to be a
guest in our own house? Look at
the floor, see the suitcase? Most of
our possesions are up here at
Bates. Although we keep in touch
with our families, there is so much
that we have to catch up on. It is
like we have been away on a long
trip. The difference is that this trip
must resume much too soon.
For sophomores and juniors,
the Thanksgiving vacation brings
that needed period of rust plus the
opportunity to observe the further
diffusion of the old circle of
friends. The traditional Turkey
Day football games turn out less
and less of the familiar faces. But
they are not that important
anymore, anyway. Chances are
that we will actively look up only
(Continued on page 16)

Theme House proposal
The following is the proposal
for theme houses recently for¬
mulated by the office of the dean
of the college.
1. There will be a maximum of
three theme houses in the first
year.
2. Student groups will submit
proposals for theme houses which
will be reviewed by a committee
consisting of the associate d ean
of the college (chair), the assis¬
tant dean of the college, the
President of the R.A., the chair of
the R. A. Residential Life Commit¬
tee, one Faculty member of the
Residential Life Committee
designated by its chair, one RC/JA chosen by ballot of the
R.C.’s/J.A.’s.
3. Members of all classes will be
represented as residents.
4. Members of both sexes will

be represented.
5. Preference will be given to
theme houses which:
a. have the potential to
enhance curricular offerings.
b. offer diverse educational
opportunities to the community at
large,
c. are not represented in exis¬
tent structures in the extra¬
curricular life of the Bates com¬
munity.
6. Theme houses will not be
self-perpetuating. No theme house
may be approved for more than
two consecutive years. Confirma¬
tion for a second year will depend
on review by the committee and
provision for inclusion of a
minimum of 'A new residents.
Preference will be given to new
theme houses rather than those

established for a second year.
7. The College will not allow
theme houses which contradict the
traditions of the College.
Therefore, for example, racially,
religiously, or ethnically designed
theme proposals will not be al¬
lowed.
8. Theme houses will be fully
open to the whole campus. Once a
house is designated an appropriate
time will be allowed for students to
determine an interest. A lottery
will be used to select the residents.
9. Theme areas will be required
to provide a minimum of six
theme-related programs of their
own choosing designated for the
whole campus.
10. There shall be faculty af¬
filiates associated with the houses
in an advisory capacity.
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On spirit
Last week’s football contest at
Bowdoin was a perfect example of
the phrase “school spirit”. We’ve
heard the words since junior high
when the cheerleaders used to plan
pep rallies. The football team
members would invariably end up
making fools out of themselves to
the delight of the screaming

Chris Jennings

Open the gates for CBB games
When tradition and good times turn into ugly
overreactions and unfortunate chains of events,
it’s time to reappraise those traditions.
At the Bates-Bowdoin football game Satur¬
day, what began as a friendly tailgate picnic
ended as a showdown between basically inof¬
fensive Bates students whose goal was merely to
cheer their team on and a bunch of overaged
Bowdoin security guards who wanted to play
Charles Bronson at the Bates students’ expense.
Another innocent game-watching event had
become yet another ugly day, for both students
and security. It wasn’t even close to necessary.
This isn’t to condone the provocation that occured on both sides, or the overreaction that occured on one.
But when a football game ends with a student
arrested and a barbeque grill doused by the
Brunswick fire department, with a dramatic
confrontation between a bunch of obnoxious
Brunswick police officers and a few dozen wet
Bates football fans, something’s gone a little too
far.
The solution is a simple one. It’s time to leave
the old pro-status-quo attitude far behind. Let
Bates, which, by the way, has always been the
most hospitable of the three CBB schools to
visiting students, lead the way in eradicating the
hassles of this tradition while letting the tradi¬
tion stand.

Quote of the week
“This is Bowdoin College in Brunswick,
Maine.”
— Sgt. Roger St. Pierre of
Bowdoin Security questioned
on the severity of his response
to the Bates gate crashers.

Let’s not let what happened last week happen
again. Instead, let’s encourage the fans of a
visiting team to visit, too, to bypass the han¬
dicap of the expense of a trip from Waterville or
Brunswick. Open CBB games for students of
the visiting team’s school for free. The $1 admis¬
sion charged those students is not so vital to the
college that it can’t be eliminated to avoid a
repetition of the Brunswick fiasco.
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adolescents, but the effect would
provide momentum for the team
in the next day’s contest. At my
school the football team never
won anyway.
But at Bates the spectator par¬
ticipation and attendance has not
only led the Bobcat gridders to a
6-1 record (ask any team member
how the fan support has helped),
but reflects upon the college itself
as a symbol of togetherness. The
cries of “apathy at Bates” don’t
ring true when we stop to think
about the support displayed this
fall.
Since arriving in Lewiston three
short years ago I have perceived
something within myself that can
be called school spirit. Bates
wasn’t even my first choice of col¬
leges, yet the personal touches pro¬
vided by the school have made me
realize it was the right choice.
But the root of school spirit goes
much deeper than the superficial
smiles on the faces of alumni and
students attending these athletic
events. They are sincere in their
support of the school, not just an
individual or team. The college is
small enough to recognize students
and faculty as humans, not
numbers spewed out by a com¬
puter. The ability to talk to any

member of the college, the presi¬
dent included, all contribute to
school spirit.
Friends and even family
members have asked, “Why do
you go to a small liberal arts col¬
lege?” For those who want the per¬
sonal attention and humanizing ef¬
fects of just such a school the ques¬
tion appears absurd. One could
ask in return, “What better place is
there to learn that in an at¬
mosphere of concern for educa¬
tion?” Bates gives one a chance to
grow intellectually, but more im¬
portantly to mature as a human
being.
From the personal experiences
with other members of the college
community comes the spirit seen
last Saturday in Brunswick. Bates
was suddenly the good guy and
anyone who tried to mess with the
guys in the white suits is the
enemy. The football team was just
a model for students, to express
their school spirit. It could just as
easily been the badminton club-the
opposition is the bad guy.
Bates can do no wrong when it’s
us against them. There is a wave of
involvement and contribution
whenever the Bates name is at
stake. How many times does it
bother you when a friend asks
where Bates is located? The school
spirit comes through in times of
trouble. It’s when no one cares
about the school and what it
stands for which causes apathy.
School spirit is a vital force at
Bates and shows the pride in the
college and the hope for continued
success. And success can not be
achieved without our support.
Chris Jennings is assistant editor
and sports editor of The Bates Stu¬
dent.
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Letters to the Editor
Thanks student volunteers
To the editor:
At this time, I would like to ex¬
press my thanks to the students
that are involved in the big brother
/big sister program. More
specifically, I would like to express
by gratitude to the Bates Students
that have volunteered their time to
our students of the Regional
Educational Treatment Center
(RETC). Their efforts have greatly
contributed to the success of our
students.
An article found elsewhere in
this edition explains the RETC

Program and exactly how the
Bates voluneers are used.
Although it does not mention
them specifically, I feel that it is
important that this college com¬
munity become aware of these ex¬
traordinary individuals. These
special people help develop a oneto-one relationship in a recrea¬
tional setting that is very worth¬
while to our students. These Bates
students stand very tall in the eyes
of our students. They are a very
important part of our students
lives-they, truly are, “heroes” to

them and I would like each and
every one of them to know that
their efforts are greatly ap¬
preciated.

More letters, page 16.

Last year the following Bates
students were involved with our
students; Priscilla Spencer, Tracy
Squires, Louise Jennings, Debbie

Carnes, Lynn Sleeper, Karen
Jagielski, Mindy Van Horne, and
Rachel Rabinowitz. Also, Dan
Weinick, Bob Gilroy (’81) and
Priscilla Spencer completed a suc¬
cessful Short Term Project last
spring by working over one hun¬
dred hours at the RETC.
This year the numbers have
grown. There are currently four¬
teen volunteers from Bates Col¬
lege; Lance Latham, Cathy
McKinnon, Marjorie Needham,
Eliza Richards, Diane Wylie,
Laura O’Meara, Laurie Hickman,

Martine Scholtens, Amy Coffey,
Jeanne Harrington, Alden Gibbs,
Patty McAndrew, Lynn Sleeper,
and Jon Moshay.
If anyone is interested in finding
out more about this program, I
can be contacted at Chase Hall
Room 209 on Wednesday evening
from 6 to 8 pm.
Thanks once again,
Sincerely,
Gary Enright
Recreational Coordinator
R.E.T.C.
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Letters to the Editor

BCR objects
to “propaganda
To the editor:
We have found your publication
of so called BCR opinions and/or
interpretations thereof somewhat
irresponsible. We are not entirely
or completely composed of upper
middle class elitist society
students. Of course, there are a
few just as there are in almost
every group on campus. However,
the members and leadership of the
BCRs object to this classification
when they read such propaganda
while drudging through mounds of
dishes in the commons dishroom
and stacks of boxes in the
bookstore stockroom.
We also object to the fact that
through your coverage you have
made us appear as a radical rightist
group bent on feeding misinfor¬
mation to the campus. Quite the
contrary, the Bates College
Republicans simply want to let the
campus know that there are at
least two sides to every issue.
We try to present a side different
to the ones supported by the New
World Coalition or the Chapel
Board. We also occasionally pre¬
sent both sides of an issue, as we
did on Oct. 21 when we co-spon¬
sored a debate on the proposed
Maine Energy commission with

Decline
of the West

the Androscoggin County Repub¬
lican Committee. Nowhere in your
article on the debate (Oct. 23, p.l)
did you mention either sponsor.
The College Republican move¬
ment is an exciting, dynamic group
of students committed to political
action in the Republican Party.
We are involved in political ac¬
tivities at all levels —national,
state, local, and campus.
Voter registration, canvassing,
headquarters work, debates,
literature distribution, research,
speaking —these are just a few of
the things we do. Over 150,000 col¬
lege students are now participating
in the College Republican move¬
ment through their membership in
CR clubs or more than a thousand
campuses.
One other thing that we would
like to do is thank the over 300
students anf acuity who signed our
petition showing their support for
the people of Poland along with
the over 1,000,000 other people in
the United States who have signed.
Sincerely,
Charlene G. Keable
President
James W. Hunt, III
Vice President

Thanksgiving
(Continued from page 14)
our closest friends. We realize that
we belong at Bates now, and we
look forward to returning to the
“new” gang.
As a senior, the Thanksgiving
vacation involves a process of
looking backward and forward.
I’ve noticed that 1 engage more
often in. fond recollection of the
past three-and-half years at Bates.
But I realize all too quickly that
this “new” gang and “new” school
will slip away me and that same

process of diffusion which occured
just four years earlier will occur
again.
It’s a frightening prospect for
me. It is not that I do not look for¬
ward to the future with great ex¬
pectation and confidence in my
ability to contribute to society. But
this Thanksgiving vacation more
than any other invites into my
mind the painful and unavoidable
conclusion that things will never
be the same.

To the editor:
The decline of Western civiliza¬
tion is truly showing itself at Bates.
If the addiction of half the campus
to General Hospital and other
such surrealistic fantasies isn’t
enough, the addition of electronic
idiot games to Chase Hall proves
the point.
At an institute of higher educa¬
tion, I am truly saddened to see
supposed academics wasting their
time on such mindless forms of
entertainment. But, I suppose, if
there is nothing better to do . . .
— Stephen MacKenzie
New electronic games installed in Chase. Student/McBreen.

Opinion of
Security’s statement indicates Bates has
“fundamental sexism”
been lowered

To the editor:
A visitor of a Bates student was
attacked two weekends ago. You
may have read about it in last
week’s Bates Student. The two
sentence reference included a
quote by chief of security Stanley
Piawlock that the incident was
“nothing serious.” This is a clear
exhibition of the fundamental sex¬
ist attitudes prevalent at Bates Col¬
lege. Had this been a woman at¬
tacked, accosted, or harassed it
would have become a major issue
on campus. Since it was a man who
was beat up it is consider a routine
incident—“nothing serious.”
The victim was in no condition
to defend himself; his shoulder
was dislocated and that arm had
been fastened to his body to aid in
the healing. Under such cir¬
cumstances, it would be extremely
difficult for anyone, male or
female, to defend themselves from
the physical attack of two people.
The reaction of security of this

incident, particularly the quote of
Chief Piawlock, is pathetic.
Security must be available to pro¬
tect all members of the Bates com¬
munity regardless of sex.
This campus has to make it clear
that physical assault will not be
tolerated. The fac that the victim is
not a Bates student should not af¬
fect the reaction to the incident.
This person was a guest of a Bates
student, was on Bates property,
and in all likelihood was assumed
to be a Bates student by those at¬
tacking him. This is a serious inci¬
dent despite Piawlock’s statement
to the contrary. Bates should be
ashamed that this occurred here,
and should be doing everything
possible to reduce the probability
of a repeat occurrence. The first
step in doing this is to recognize
the severity of attack. Brushing
this under the rug benefits no one.
Terence Welch

Editorial featured “empty rhetoric”
To the editor:
In an Oct. 30 editorial, The
Bates Student expressed concern
that, in the absence of systematic
procedures, affirmative action is
being abused at Bates. Unfor¬
tunately, “The Legacy of Mary
Spence” was an example of the
kind of empty rhetoric which the
editorial claimed to deplore. It was
a collection of unsupported asser¬
tions.
The editorial claimed that

“search committees bend so far
backwards to accomodate women
and minority candidates, you can
almost hear their backs crack.”
When and where has this occur¬
red?
Of the 19 new faculty members
who joined the Bates faculty in
1981,11 are men and 8 are women.
Where is the evidence here of
. .non-minority candidates (be¬
ing) overlooked in the mad scram¬
ble for parity”? The editorial ques¬
tioned the example set in a search

for association dean in which all
eight candidates interviewed were
women. Would the writer be
equally chagrined by a search to
fill a high administrative position
which produced only male inter¬
viewees?
In such a search, there is seldom
a single candidate who is clearly
better qualified than all theothers.
More often, the choice is among
several candidates with approx¬
imately equal qualifications. In

Sees a pattern
The Student.
To the editor:
5. More editorials are printed in
The ever-infamous Sadie
Hawkins has once again come true The Student.
6. More discussion and debate.
and gone. This is the third time I’ve
. .well, never mind.
seen it happen, and I think I begin
7. (This is the heavy one) The
to see a pattern emerging. I
thought I’d find out if anyone else dance is held, and, it is alleged,
(excepting, of course, the dreaded some people even have a good
“Apathetic Ones”) had noticed the
same thing. Here it is:
1. The dance approaches. An
To the editor:
air of tension fills the campus.
We would like to thank the Stu¬
Arguments ensure. Posters are put
dent and Julie Vallone for the arti¬
up. Leaflets are distributed, and,
cle on the Hotline in last week’s
yes, even the mightiest of all Bates
issue. It was generally very well
events, the invincible Discussion
written but there are a few things
Forum, is brought into play. Much
we would like to clear up.
discussion and debate goes on, at
First, to give credit where credit
which the magic words feminist,
is due it is necessary to point out
awareness, and that all-time
that although the Hotline was
favorite, sexism, are tossed around
begun by the Psychology Club that
a lot.
group is no longer in existence.
The Hotline is now completely
2. Letters are written to the Stu¬ funded by the Campus Service
dent.
branch of the Campus Associa¬
3. Editorials are printed in the tion.
Student.
Secondly, the article seemed to
4. More letters are written to focus on the Hotline as a service

time.
8. The world does not end. Life
at Bates goes on in pretty much the
same manner, even for the sexists
and the Apathetic Ones.
Gee, I wonder what’s going to
happen next year?
Stephen Renwick

Thanks
students can use if they have a
“problem.” We are trying to deemphasize that aspect of the service,
however, and stress that the
Hotline is primarily an informa¬
tion resource. A person need not
have a “problem” to call. He or she
is encouraged to c.all for any
reason. We do have a substantial
list of referrals so that if a serious
problem arises a person should not
hestitate to call, but everyone is en¬
couraged to use the service.
Sincerely,
Terry McMeekin
Lisa Harvie
Hotline Coordinators

this situation, decisions are in¬
fluenced by such subtle factors as
rapport between interviewee and
interviewers—factors which favor
candidates who are similar to the
interviewers. In the history of
academia, the result has been a cy¬
cle of white males hiring and train¬
ing white males.
The only way to break out of
this cycle is through the conscious
application of affirmative action
principles. While abuses in the ap¬
plication of such affirmative ac¬
tion principles may be possible,
The Bates Student has provided no
evidence of such abuse at Bates.

To the editor:
My opinion of Bates College has
been significantly lowered in the
past few week s.My naive impres¬
sions of the college as a freshman
have been shattered by certain
students on this campus: the stu¬
dent who stole S30 from a friend’s
wallet, the student who took a per¬
son’s chemistry lab from the Coat
Room in Commons, and the stu¬
dent who pilfered my visiting
brother’s CB jacket from Com¬
mons — with his return bus ticket
in the pocket! What kind of people
do we have here at Bates?
I would expect these things to
happen in an urban high school or
college, but this is Bates College,
remember?! I would think that so¬
meone who could afford to attend
this school would not need to steal
petty cash or a jacket, and I would
hope that a person who felt the
need to steal another’s chemistry
lab did not belong here at Bates.
I understand that the prevention
of these circumstances is nearly
impossible, and that this makes it
more difficult for the victims to
correct the situation. I can only
hope that the people who steal on
this campus can live with guilty
consciences and can look me in the
eye when I complain about crime
in this college.
Sincerely,
Meredith Cass

Play-Time
Sports Equipment
Racquetball & Squash
Equipment
by AMF-Voit and Ektelon

Sincerely yours,
Jean L. Potuchek

Addidas Shoes
208 Lisbon St.
783-8035

SOFT

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

We or* pleated to of¬
fer routine fitting* of
standard soft lenses,
for This Fee...

$95

•Contact Lens Fitting •Follow-Up Care
‘Instructions
•Pair Soft Lenses »CoW Disinfection Kit 'Carrying Case
REFUND: $50.00 refunded witFii 30 days if
you do not continue with the lenses.
The fee does not include an eye examination, which is
23.
For patients requiring Astigmatic, Catoroct, Bifocal or
other special design lenses, fees will vary.

$

Dr. Lot DeRosa, Optometrist
145 Lisbon Street, Lewiston 713-1243

